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INTRODUCTION 

J, the Chairman, Committee on Public Undertakings having been autho
rised by the Committee to submit the Report on their behalf, present this 
Thirty-ninth Repol1t on the Action Taken by Government on the recommen
dationscontained in the Thirty-Fifth Report of the Committee on Public 
Undertakings (Third Lok Sabha) on the Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. 
(Marketing Division). 

2. The Thirty-Flfth Report of the Committee was presented to the Lok 
Sabha on the 20th March, 1967. The replies of Government to the recom
mendations contained in the Report were, however, received on the 11 th 
September, 1967 and the 27th November, 1967. Further information called 
for by the Committee in respect of 14 recommendations was furnished by 
the Ministry on the 12th March, 1969. The rep~e& of Government to the 
recommendations contained in the aforesaid Report, were considered and 
approved by the Committee on the 9th April, 1969. The Committee 
~uthorised the Chairman to finalise the Report and present it to Parliament. 

3. The Report has been divided into the following five Chapters :

I. Report. 
II. Recommendations that have been accepted by Government. 

III. Recommendations which the Committee do not desire to pursue 
in view of Government's reply. 

IV. Recommendations in respect of which the reply of Government 
has not been accepted by the Committee., 

V. Recommendations in respect of which final replies of Government 
are still awaited. 

4. An analysis of the action taken by Government on the recommend a
-lions contained in the Thirty-Fifth Report of the Committee on Public 
Undertakings (Third Lok Sabha) is given in Appendix m. It would be 
observed therefrom that out of 123 recommendations contained in the 
Report, 59 per cent have been accepted by Government and the Committee 
do not desire to pursue 40 per cent of the recommendations in view of 
Government's replies. The reply of Government in respect of 1 per cent of 
the recommendatiOils has not been accepted by the Committee. 

NEW DELHI; 

April 9, 1969 
Chaitra 19, 1891 (S) 

(v) 

G. S. DHILLON, 
Chainnan, 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 



CHAPTER I 
REPORT 

A. OUTSTANDING PAYMENTS FROM NCDC-PARA 118(i) OF THIRTY FIFTH 
REpORT (THIRD LoK SABHA) 

Reoommendation (sen.. No. 41A) 

In their recommendation in Par~ 118(i) of the Thirty Fifth Report l3rd 
Lok Sabha) on Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. (Marketing Division) the Com
mittee 00. Public Undertakings had pointed out that as on 31-5-1966 the 
outstaDdings against the National Coal Development Corporation were 
Rs. 52.12 lakhs. The average monthly supplies made to it by the Indian Oil 
Corporation Ltd. were to the tune of Rs. 8 lakhs. Some of the outstanding 
bills were as old as three and four years. The Eastern Branch Office of the 
IOC woke up to the situation in 1965 and made efforts to recover the 
arrears. The matter waS then taken up at. the top Management level. On 
not achieving much success the IOC threatened to stop supplies. As a 
result, a payment of Rs. 28 lakhs was made. Thereafter the payments 
again relapsed into unsatisfactory state. The position appeared to be that 
financial difficulties were standing in the way of the NCDC in clearing the 
arrears in time. According to the IOC the procedure for payments adopted 
by the NCDC was so complicated that it was impossible to get payments 
within a period of 30 days after submission of bills, as stipulated in the 
terms of the Agreement on the subject. The Committee expressed regret 
that .matters had come to such a sorry pass . 

. 2. In reply the Government stated that the matter had been taken up 
with the· Ministry of Steel and Mines. In their subsequent reply the Minis
try have stated that the present position regarding payments from the NCOC 
was as under :-

. "A sum of approximately Rs. 34.28 lakhs was outstanding from 
NCDC at the end of November, 1968. The value of supplies and 

collections during the recent months have been as under :
(Rs./lakbs) 

Month Supplies Collections 
. September, 1968 6.82 11.05 

October, 1968 10.20 6.93 
November, 1968 15.78 11.14 

3. The Committee regret to note that there has been no improvement ill 
liquidating the outsbmding payments due from the National Coal Develop
~ Corporation.. Ratlaer there bas been some addition to the outstandings 
duriiIg the three months as seen from the figures given above. TIle com
miIeC depreate thiS inordinate delay in the payment of does by ODe pnWic 

UJMIedaIdag to another. Siace both the underfakings are under the SIJDe 
MiIisIry DOW, it should not be difficult to solve this problem. The MinNry 
should call hee" of both die UDCIertaIdngs and have the outstaDdiDgs 
liquidated without further delay. It sIaould also be ellSlll'ed that tile oat
staa.lhp do Dot acCllJlllllate in future. 



CHAPTER 11 

RECOMMENDATIONS THAT HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED BY 
GOVERNMENT . 

Rec:o...aendatioa (Serial No.1) 

The years ahead are going to be far more trying than before for the 
I.O.C. because the bulk, if not the whole of the additional demand each year 
will have to be met by them. From the·facts before them, the Conunitteerfed 
that the I.O.C. has not yet geared itself to the colossal task before it. The 
Committee did not find a clear cut Plan showing how the I.O.C. proposed 
'to market the production from the public sector refineries year by year; bow 
much of various products would be marketed through each Branch in each 
area; how much would be sold on product exchange basis and how much as 
outright sale to other companies; also how these products are to be sold and 
what are the basic requirements needed for this and how be6t to obtain them. 
Tbough the r.O.C. proposed to do its best, the Committee reel that the present 
Plan is not likely to attain the objective which is to seD all the production 
of the Refineries and an the imports and not just part of it. Theoretically, 
1he I.O.C. does not make any profit or loss on the products sold though the 
other oil companies. The profitSt gQ to the other oil companies. Apart from 
that the I.O.C. loses the benefit by way of reduction i4 the overheads per 
kilo litre sold, which would have accrued to it if the LO.C~ sold these pr0-
ducts itself. What is the organi'lation required for selling the available 
products is the question the I.O.C. should legitimately ask itself. Tho Cor
poration has several organisational shortcominp and many difficulties· and 
handicaps to face, some of which have been brought out in this report" and 
there is no room for complacency. It is, therefore, very necessary for the 
Corporation to list out aU its deficiencies vis-a-vis the requirements to achieve 
its objectives and make a realistic assessment of what should be done to 
make good these deficiencies. Unless this task is taken up urgently aDd a 
clear cut line of action chalked out, the Committee are doubtful - if the 
I.O.C. win achieve the success which Government, Parliament and the public 
expect of it. (Paragraph No. 13) 

Reply of Go'Yel'lUllellt 

Noted. IOC has since prepared a Perspective Plan covering a ~rd 
five-year period. Among other matters, this PeISpC(:tive Plan covers:-:-

(a) product availability from different sources and sales pJanatq; 
(b) pattern of supply~ exchanges with other Companies, etc; 
(c) import requirements~ 
(d) development of retail marketing facilities; 

( e) development of storage facilities. 
:! 
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This plan will be the basis for advance programming of various facilities 
neede4, personnel required etc. and will also serve as the basis for develop
ing various economic and financial studies relating to future years. 

In addition, a more comprehensive "Master Plan" is being and will be 
prepared for each year showing fuller details. 

In the light of the Perspective Plan, the annual "Master Plan" will tlOO! 
note of changing situations like variation in demand, production, supply 
pattern etc. 

The Corporatio~ is fully conscious of its present and future responsibi
lities. Matters pertaining to the strengthening of its field organization, 
-plaillling, market survey and intelligence will constantly remain the concern 
of the management. 

[Ministry of PetrOleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67!Ioc, 
dated IJ-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No.2) 

The IOC will have to make considerable headway in establishing new 
pumps specially in the four major cities of Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta and 
Madras. (Paragraph 16) 

Reply of Government 

IOC have drawn up plan for building retail outlets in these cities espe
cially, where there is a heavy concentration of trade in automative fuels. 
It is. however, difficult to obtain an adequate number of suitable sites • 
.because the areas are heavily built up and most of the sites are already in 
1he possession of the other oil companies. Patience and perseverance are, 
therefore. needed. 

[Ministry ot Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

RecommeJldation (Serial No.3) 

The Committee hope that the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals will 
13ke up the matter relating to the obtaining of new sites for retail outlets 
with the State Governments at the highest level and explain to them that 
1he bulk of the future increase in sales during the coming years will have to 
be undertaken by thd I.O.C. and that unless facilities are afforded to them, 
the transport industry in the States will face difficulties. Examples of co
'OpieratioB extende4 by some of the more belpful States! might be cited and 
similar facilities sought. The Committee do Dot set much value to general 
circular letters addressed to all States which tend to be treated in a routine 
.manner by the Departments concerned in the States. It might be better to 
take up this matter demi-officially with supporting statistics in respect of 
.each State separately. It is only in this way that the importance of the 
matter can be brought home to the State Governments. (Paragraph 19) 
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Reply of Gwemmeat 

The matter was taten up with the State Governments at the highest 
level in December, 1965. Further action in the matter will',be taken in the 
ligbt of the report of the Retail Outlets Committee, which is expected to be 
received in November, 1967. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

Recoaunendadoa (Serial No. 6) 

The procedure for obtaining clearance from various authorities before a 
retail outlet is established is very complicated. All this can be simpUfied. 
Once the location of a site is approved, submission of appfications for. aU 
the other sanctiOl)S should be permissible simultaneously and it should be 
possible for the different authorities to give. their sanction within, say, a 
month. The Committee suggest that the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemi-· 
cals should request the State Governments to streamline the procedure. 

(Paragraph No. 23)' 

Reply of GoVCl1Ullent 

TIle Committee on retail outlets is examining this matter and suitable 
action will be taken on the report of the Committee. 

(Mit/istr)' of Petro/ell", & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

Recommelldatioa (Serial No.7) 

The Committee understand that a Committee has been set up recently 
by Oovemment to ratioaalise thesrowth/proliferation of retail outlets. The 
Committee hope that as a result of that Committee's report, the I.O.C.will 
get a fair share of future development in the field. The Ministry of, Petro
leum " Chemicals should take adequate steps in this directions. 

(Paragraph 24) 

Reply of Governmeat 

Noted, The report of the Committee on Retail Outlets is expected to 
be received in November. 1967. 

(Mirristry of Pnroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67fIQC. 
dated 11-9-67] 

F ......... Information ailed for by tile Committee, ia respect 01 nco ep , 

.... at SI. Nos. 3, , &: ,. 
Whether the Report of Retail Outlets Committee has been received? 

If so. a copy of the report may be supplied together with' statement showing 
action taken on therecommendatioos contained therein. 

(LS.s. O.M. No. 28-PU/68, dated 5-12-1968] 
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Final lkpIy of Governaaent 

Yes. The RepGrt of the Retail Outlets Committee has been received r 

A statement showing the action taken on the various recommendations. 
under para 11.3 of the Retail Outlets Committee Report, is given at 
Appendix r. 
[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals and Mines & Metals O.M. No. 13/3/67-

IOC, diJted 12-3-1969] 

Recommendation (Serial No.5) 

As regards instances of lack of cooperation from Central Government 
Departments e.g. Port Trust, Railways etc., the Committee feel that if efforts· 
by the lO.C. at the highest level fail, the matter should be brought to the 
notice of the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals who should in turn bring 
specific instances to the notice of the Ministries concerned and request them 
(or help. For example, the Ministry of Transport should be addressed in 
the matter of obtaining help from the Port Trust and the Railway Board in· 
regard to individual Railways. (Paragraph 21 ) 

Reply of Government 

Each case in which the I.O.C. requires assistance from any Department 
of Central Government is taken up with the authorities concerned by the 
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67110C, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recomme~tion (Serial No. 10) 
The Committee would have expected the I.O.C. like other well managed' 

companies, to evaluate their costs all India-wise, Branch-wise and Unit-wise' 
. and exercise proper managerial control over expenditure with reference to the 
norms laid down by the Price Enquiry Committee and those, evolved by 
themselves in the course of working. The Committee were surprised to· 
leam that this was not done. They were given to understand that the 
accounts of the Corporation are not maintained in a manner capable of 
revealing the function-wise incidence of expenditure in terms of cost per 
kilolitrc. 

There are defects in the accounting system which have bt'cn dealt with· 
elsewhere in this Report. What, however. the cOmmittee fail to under
stand is why calculations could not be made from the basic figures of expen
diture which were available. It was simply a matter of apportioning expen
diture under various heads. In what proportion this was to be done for 
various items was a matter of policy which should have been settled without 
much difficulty. If expenditure was worked out in this manner it would' 
have been an excellent instrument for managerial control and the Com-· 
mittee are sorry to note thl¥ this was not done. (paragraphs 35-36) 
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.,., of Govennaent 

I.O.C.hu taken steps to compile function-wise expenses (Installation. 
Distribution and Administration) for the Marketing Division from 1-4-67. 

At the end of each quarter, the actual expenditure on each fUDction 
product-wise will be compared with the margins allowed by the W.G.O.P. 

The process involved in compiling the function-wise and product-wise 
cJlpcnscs is briefly stated below :-

All expenses are first to be analysed function-wise. For example. the 
salaries of staff will have to be analysed and apportioned between Installa
tion, Distribution and Administration functions depending on the type of 
work doae by each employee. Expenses will have to be further sho\\ll as. 
direct expenses or indirect expenses and then aJtocated to the product,. 
This aUocation has to be shown on each of the tens of thousands of pay
ment documents (vouchers). 

This information has to be compiled thereafter. Allocation can best be 
done as and wben the vouchers are prepared, and the compilation can be 
done conveniently only on machines. Steps have already been taken to 
introduce proper accounting in all the Branches, and to compile this infor
mation from the current year. 

[Ministry 01 Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 11) 

The Committee hope that the decision to introduce a proper system of 
~ost accounting will not be further delayed. Costs should be worked out 
month-wise, installation and Depot-wise, District-wise, Branch-wise and All
India-wise and strict control over costs should be ensured. Operational 
efficiency is the only factor which will enhance the profits of the Marketing 
Division and the evaluation of costs sbould be the main guiding factor for 
Ole Management in determining the working efficiency of the organisation. 
To that extent. its importance should be realised and all steps taken to per
fC4;t that system. (Paragraph No. 38) 

Reply of Governmeat 

A system hu already been introduced to work out month-wise. Installa
tion and Depot-wise, District-wise, Branch-wise and All India costs with 
.periodical reports to the Management. 

(Mini.flry of Petrol,um d Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67//0C, dated 
11-9-67] 

Rec:om ..... adaIion (SerblNo. 14) 

It is a fUDdamental principle in the oil industry that handling should be 
;reduced to minimum mainly to avoid Joss by leakage. The Committee 
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wonder how far the IOC has evaluated the cost incidence of this principle 
and worked out movements on the principle that wherever possible, doJive
rise should be made direct to the customers from the refineries or main 
installations. The very heavy incidence of bridging costs also could perhaps 
have been considerably lower if tank trucks were of bigger dimensions. 
Similarly, if storage tanks at dealers' outlets or of bulk consumers were of 
the maximum size possible, complaints of late deliveries and disruption in 
supplies could be avoided and IOC's operational costs reduced. (Para
graph 45) 

Reply of Government 

~oted. Wherever possible IOC makes deliveries direct to customers 
and dealers from the main installations or refineries by' rail or by road. 
Where the customers etc. are far away from the refinery or main installa
tion, supplies are made from UPCOUDtry depots. This is in accotdance WIth 
the established practice in the oil industry. 

As regards the size of tank trucks, the optimum size depends upon 
several factors, such as the condition of the roads, nature of the terrain, 
weight restrictions on bridges and culverts, storage capacity available with 
customers and dealers and the amount of money which the dealer can justi
fiably lock up in the form of stocks\ in the light of his sale level. The 
larger tank truck types used in the oil industry in India can carry 12 KL and 
16 KL of oil. Out of the total fleet strength of 344 vehicles. IOC already 
has 10 vehicles of 16 KL capacity and 39 vehicles of 12 KL capacity. '] 
more vehicles of 12 KL capacity are under fabrication. Whenever the 
fleet strength is augmented or replaced, the optimum size is always kept in 
view, in the light of changing circumstances. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3j67/IOC, 
elated 11-9-67] 

RecommendatioB (Serial No. 15) 

An examination of the figures of working results relating to tank truck 
utilisation suggests a need for greater control over this matter, and the neces
sity of taking steps to maximise tank truck utilisation. To what ~xtent the 
position could be improved, hOw it can be improved, what the defects are, etc. 
is for an expert to say. The Committee expect that this matter will receive 
the necessary attention of the Management early. (Paragraph 48) 

Reply .of Govemment 

Tank truck operations are 5Cheduled through a Truck Delivery Plan. The 

truck utilisation is reviewed in a daily statement. There is a further monthly 
tank-truck utilisation review carried out. While making out the programme 
for several deliveries by a tank truck, the ava,ilable indents from the parties, 
the previous loads given, and the route -that will the maimum utilisation 
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are kept in view. The economics of tank truck operations receive continuous 
attention of the IOC. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3j67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 

ReeonuneadaaiotI (Serial No. 16) 

The Corporation has not been able to provide a satisfactory explanation 
for the incidence of stock losses due to frauds and have merely stated that 
the percentage of loss due to frauds cannot be separately ascertained, but 
where in a particular Depot or Installation it is found that the los5 of product 
is abnormallv hidJ, detailed investigation is carried out to ascertain the 
reasons and action has been taken where this has been traced to negligence 
or fraud. The Committee find it difficult to accept this statement. If losses 
due to frauds are to be dismissed because of inability to detect it is a cause 
for concern because the offender is virtuallv given a free hand. Some method 
mould be devised to detect frauds. (Paragraph S4). 

Reply of Government 

JOC handles products which are liable to spill and evaporate, and there 
are certain inevitable handling losses. A percentage of 'permissible' loss has 
therefore to be anowed. taking into account the nature of the operations. 

The steps taken to minimise any possibility of loss arising out of fraud 
are as fonows :-

(a) a daily verification and report of stock bV the stock holder; 

(b) periodical verification of stocks by senior officers; 

( c ) surprise verification and internal audit; and 

(d) Special investigation into stock losses higher than the margin, 
and also of any abnormal variations in stock losses from time 
to time. 

JOC believes that by these methods and possibility of fraud will be 
1'educed to the minimum. 

[Ministry 0/ p~troIeum &: Chemicols O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67] 

.... f ... doa ($erial No. 18) 

While the Committee were ~ad to note the procedure adopted for con
trolling stock losses and the success achieved in this direction, they feel that 
there is scope for further reduction of losses. Since the limits of permissible 
'losses have been prescribed bv the IOC itself on the basis of experience. it 
is DCCC5SIl'V to wa~h the pe.rfo~ year by year IlDd review the limit. 
:In fact with greater experience, it would be possible to show a better per-
formance and to this extent the limits should be revised downwards each 

-year till a reasonable figure is reached. Last year, the value of such losses 
was Rs. 30.22 lakhs. This is a huge amount and when the volume of sales 
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increases, this figure is also likely to increase. These losses have lObe 
brought down and all measures towards this end should be taken. The Com-
mittee also recommend that this matter should be brought to the specific 
DOtice of the Board of Directors periodically. (Paragraph No. 59). 

Reply of GovemmeRt 

Noted. IOC has further reduced the stock losses during 1966-67. 
Whereas the volume of stock handled increa,sed from 69.57 lakhs KL in 
1965-66 to 87.00 lakhs KL in 1966-67, the value of total stock losses came 
down from Rs. 30.22 lacs to about Rs. 26 lacs, i.e. from 0.09% to 0.06%. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 20) 

The Committee feel that the I.O.C. should standardise its buildings and 
. service facilities in the filling stations. Three or four standards may be laid 
for different land areas or locations. Standard costs may be worked out and 
the Branches directed to keep costs within those standards. '1111 the 'I.O.C. 
is able to afford luxury and prestige filling stations, it would be advisable to 
give ltteater attention to economy. (Paragraph 63). 

Reply of Gove ... ment 

Noted. I.O.C. has worked out standard designs for filling stations for 
general adoption. Standard costs are also being worked out. 

(Ministry (If Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 23) 

The Committee were informed that in order to avoid marshalling of tank 
wagons at various yards and placing them at various oil sidings, joint oil sid
ings and single POint loading were being considered. The impJications of 
-this suggestion should be worked out and a decision taken at an early date . 
. (Paragraph No. 69). 

Reply of Government 

This will be done wherever f~asible. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No, 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-671 

Recommendation (Serial No. 24) 

As the Indian Oil Corporation will be the biggest p~troleum company in 
India sOOn, it should ensure that the tank wagon availability and wagon turn 
around arc satisfactory. A continuous watch should be kept over this at 
the Head Office of the Marketing Division. Difficulties, if any, should be 
pointed out to the Railway Board and §uggestions for improvements discussed 
with them or with the concerned Railways. The M'mistry of Petroleum " 

-chemicals will no doubt look into this matter and ensure that movement of 
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petroleum products is not bampered because of inadeqoacy of wagons. 
(~70). 

Reply of Go'et1IiIII9It 
Noted. Necessary action will be taken. 
[Ministry oj Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/ IOC, dated 

11-9-67] 

Rec ...... ndatioa (Serial No. 27) 
The sales and operations programme of the Marketing Division are con

trolled from the Head Office. The Branches hardly exercise any direct 
mana~t CODtrol except in so far as carrying out the programme dictated 
by the Head Office. They have hardlv any profit responsibility and the costs 
incurred by them are not evaluated in order to know how cost patterns are 
bobavinR. If profit responsibility devolves on them, it is bound to exercise 
a very salutary effect on the financial management of the Branch and there
by lead to a ~cater degree of cost control. This might entail a much greater 
dC2RO of del~tion of powers commensurate with the responsibility. (Para
graphs 74-75). 

Reply of GovenbneDt 
Noted. Necessary action is being taken. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67] 

ReeollllDeJldatioa (Serial No. 28) 

From an overall assessment made of operations of the I.O.C., the Com
mittee feel that there is scope for much improvement in this regard. Suit
able incentives could be oftered to the 1)eI'BODDeI actually engaged in opera
dOllS work for suuostions which help in saving time in operations, increas
ing., efllcieDcy and brinJ;ing down c~ts. The Committee feel that if the re
wards are attractive, good sUAACStions will be forthcoming. (Par881'aph 
No. 76). 

Reply of GovemmeDt 

In 1963, the Indian Oil Corporation (Marketing Division) evolved an 
Incentive Scheme, known as the Employees' Suggestion Plan, by which em
plovees were invited to suggest new ideas aiming at efficiency, better output 
and cost reduction in dav-to-dav operation. In the early stages. several sug
@Stions were received. mostlv relatin~ to the introduction of standard terms, 
forms etc. in line with Oil Industrv practice. 

From June, 1966, tbe Employees ~tiwPlau has been renamed as 
"Cash Your Ideas Plan". Suitable Cash Awards are given to employ~s 
wbose su~s. have been accepted and implemented. Between June, 
1966 and March, 1967, 150 suggestions were received. Six awards have 
been made so far (the maximum award so far given being Rs. 500). 
[Mi"utTy of Petrakum & CIJ~micals OM. No. 13/3/67/loC, datsd 11-9-67] 
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Rec:o~ ~ Nq. 34) 
'J1le excise duty op peLtoleUJ;ll prod~ ~ levied on the basis of v()Jule 
~ in the case of L.D.O. and furnace oil where the basis is weight. In 
the case of furnace oil, however, the product is soJd by weigbtandtbe excise 
duty paid is recovered fully. In the case of L.D.O. however, the product 
is sold by volume. 

There is considerable force in the argument that the excise duty on a 
product which is sold by volume should be levied on the basis of volume. It 
appears illogical to use weight as the basis of duty apart from the faCt that it 
inVolves unnecessary accounting complications in converting the vo1urite 
into weiJdtt. In the case of L.D.O. produced at Gauhati and BaraURi. the 
deasitv is hiclter, which results in loss to the I.O.C. It is equally J)OSSlble 
that in certain cases the density Illight be lower which would result in loss 
of revenue to Government. The Committee, therefore, recommend that the 
basis of excise duty on L.D.O. should be changed from weight to volume. 
~ Ministrv of Finance sIlpuJd Jtive this matter thdt: urgent attention. (Para
~apb No. 99). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. The propose4- change involvC6 an amendment of the First 
Sc~edule to the Central1;xcise and SaIt Act, 1944. This will be coosidered 
in due course. 
rMin;strv of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67-IOC, dated 

'27-11-671 

RecommendatiOD. (Serial. No. 35) 

It is time that I.O.C. catered to the entire requirements of the DGS&D 
except for items which the Public Sector Refineries do not produce or nre 
not directly imported by I.O.c. During oral eviderice, the Secret3f}' of the 
Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals agreed that this was desirable. (Para

lUapb ~o. 105). 

Reply of ~·etDli1ent 
During 1966-67, I.O.C's. DGS&D sales incr~ed further and were about 

8 lacs kl. I.O.C. is making every effort to increase its participation in 
OOS&D businells. and hopes to cater to all or nearly all the requirements of 
00S&D, as soon as possible. 
[Ministry 0/ Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67-lOC, dated 

27-11-67] 

RecoJDlllelldatloa &riM Nc). 36) 
The Committee found that only 50.35 per ceau of the total Defence re

quirements were met by the lO.C. during 1965-66. The Committee see no 
reason why this figure should not be raised. It is certainly not due to the 
lOC's inability to effect the supplies. (paragraph No. 106). 
LSLSS/69-2 
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Reply of Govel'Diilelll 

During the period from April, 1966 to December, 1966, the percentage 
of supplies made by IOC increased to 64.7% of the total Defence require
ment .. of petroleum products. Steps are being taken to increase its partici
pation in Defence business still further. 

(Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 11-9 .. ~m 

R.ecoIlUlleDdatiOD (Serial No. 37) 

The Committee found that the Railways obtained a very good proportion 
or their requirement of petroleum products from the I.O.C The overall 
figure was 91.2 p>:r cent of purchases from the lO.C. In rcgard to H.SD. 
tho fi2W'c was 94.8 per cent. The Committee hope that the Railways would 
be able to make all thcir purchases from the I.O.C. (Paragrapb No. 107). 

Reply 01 Govemmeat 

Almost the entire requirements of High Speed Diesel Oil of the Railways 
are obtained from the Indian Oil Corporation. Howover, at some fuelling 
point .. on the Railways, the running contracts for the supply of H.S.D. oil 
had been awarded to a private oil company in the past. The position will 
be reviewed after the expiry of these contracts. The entire supplies of Axle 
on are now obtained by the Railways from the Indian Oil Corporation. 
[Ministry 01 Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/1OC, dated 11-9-67J 

RtoOmmf."'" ~ No. 38) 

The Committee hope that it will be possible for the LA.C. and Air India 
to switch over rapidlv to the I.O.C. for their supplies. The Committee would 
suggest that the Managing Director of the Marketing Division should per
sonally negotiate with the General Managers of the two air-lines and expedite 
switch over Of the aviatien business to the T.O.C. In fact, the IOC sbouJd 
consider transaction of business with Jhe two air-lines as a matter of prestige, 
and make earnest endeavours to achieve it early. (Paragraph No. 108). 

Reply 01 GoYa_eat 

IOC is expanding its facilities to meet the bu1k of Ioe's requirement~. In 
the ca. .. e of Air-India. JOC is meeting their requirements for internal flights 
and is trvinl to extend its business. 

JOC regards both lAC It Air-India as major prestige business accounts 
and is doinJ! all it can to pro~ivelv cater to their requirements. This must, 
hOwever. necessan1y be subject to the pre-existing contractual obligations of 
the two air-lines for the balance of the period outstanding. The matter is 
constantly under review by the top management of JOC. and negotiaticn.~ do 
take place with these air-lines at all levels including the highest level. 
[Ministry (If Petro/rum &- Chl'mica/s O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 
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RecolDlDeDdation (Serial No. 39) 

The Committee are not impressed ",ith the performance of the I.O.C. in 
"t'egard to sales to the public sector undertakings from the reports received 
(rom them. The Committee suggest that 'a Senior Officer in each Branch 
should visit each of them personally at intervals, ascertain their difficulties 
and solve them to the satisfaction of the customers. Besides, periodical 
letters should go out to these undertakings to find out if they are satisfied 
with the services rendered by the I.O.C. and they should also invite sugges
nons for improvements. Prompt action should be taken to ensure satisfac
,tory response to the suggestions by the District Offices serving the under
takings, (Paragraph Nos. 113-114). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. Many of the complaints against I.O.C. relate to the period 'vhen 
'there were difficulties regarding the availability of Furnace Oil and Lubricat
ing Oils. The position has since cased and complaints arc fewer. Steps 

bave been taken to further imorove the service given to the public sector 
undertakings. 

lMinistry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 40) 

It should be possible for the Central and State undertakings to purchase 
their entire requirements of petroleum products from the I.O.C. provided 
thev are assured of satisfactory service. (Paragraph No. 115). 

Reply of Government 

Steps arc being taken to further improving service and tho share of the 
'I.O.C. in supplies of P.O.L. to Central and State undertakings. 
tMinistry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67) 

Recommendation (Serial No. 41) 

As regards the complaint of not being able to obtain competent technical 
advice, the Committee feel that the IOC should have well qualified technical 
experts, specially on lubricants. Wherever technical advice is required such 
a person should be sent promptly to tender suitable advice. The sales staff 
'of the IOC should also be thoroughly trained and given occasional refresh~r 
'courses to keep them abreast of modern. dcvelopmentg in product desiga and 
utilisation. The Committee saw some of the technical literature on lubri
cants produced by the IOC but arc unable to comment upon their complete
ness or thoroUlzhness or how far they comparcd with literature produced hy 
other companies. This is a matter which deserves to be looked into in view 
<of the criticism made by the JOC's ClIstOm.:!rs. (Paragraph No. 116). 
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RepV of Govea .... 

JOC has since developed a competent technical department, widl more 
thaD 3() qualified and specially trained lubrication engineers, and speciiljsu 
in taeJs. marine lubriCants etc. IOC is m3.king further efforts to ~tbe 
qudtv of its technical services. . ... 

[Mi~try of Petroleum & Chemicals OM. No. 13/3/67 /~OC, dated 11~7] 

R~~No.41) 

The position about outstandin~ is ·far from satisfactory. It is true that 
the I.O.C's. accounting procedures were very defective and that this was to 
some extent responsible for the accumulation of such heavy arrears. 'Ibis, 
however. is not the whole of the problem. The Committee are incIiDed to 
feel that there is some serious defect in the procedure whidt makes the public 
uDdert~in2s indifferent in the matter of J)rompt payment. 

The top MIliDa;gCl,QCnt of the I.O.C. should give serious thought to this 
aDd JiDd out a solution in consultation with the Gove11UDent of India, the 
seato. GO\Icmments and the PI,1b1ic Sector Undertakings, Electricity Boards.. 
Transport Undertakings ctc. (Paragraph Nos. 119-120). 

Reply of GoYerament 

The old outstandings have been brought down considerably. The 
accountin.c; procedure for current periods has been put on sound lines. At 
the sam: time, every effort is being made to collect the old outstandings. 

The Government of India have already taken up this matter with the 
coocerned State Governments. Public Sector Undertakings, Electiicity BOards 
etc. I.O.C. is also constantly pursuing the mat~ of prompt payments -r,ith 
these undertakin2S at the hidlest level. 

[Ministry of PetrolelU1l & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dIlte4 11-9-67) 

RecoIlUaelldMioa (Serial No. 43) 

The Committee would like to make the following suggestions in regard 
to prompt collection of outstandings :-

( 1) As a first step. the Committee feel that a credit limit of 30 days 
or 45 days as is considered proper, should be fixed for all the 
Government undertakings. All outstanding beyood this period 
should carry interest at the usual bank rate. This wilt have a 
salutary effect on all accounting officers who wiD tbeIeby be 
Jn~~ Te$pOosib1e for delay~ ill p~ymen1S, 

(2) The Committee understand that in the Southern Branch, wJlere 
a Government customer does not pay bills within the ~ 
credit lin)it of 30 days, alI further supplies are made 0IJIy on cash 
basis. . this has helped to freeze accumulatioo of outstaadillgs 
and has made the customer conscious of his obligations. The 
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Committee recomtnend that the other branches may also adopt 
this procedure. 

(3) Every undertaking may be requested to nominate a senior officer 
who may be addressed personally by the Branch Office in case 
the tmdertaking falls into arrears. 

(4) The Financial Controller/Chief Accounts Officer in each Branch 
should constantly watch the position of collection of dues and 
take prompt action bv personal intervention if necessary, where 
arrears cross limits laid down. Difficult cases should be repOrted 
to the Head Office and the General Manager's or the Managing 
Director's intervention sought. 

(5) The District Sales Representative should be made responsible 
{or chasing claims. If th~y report difficulties of prooedure 
which hamper prompt payments, the matter should be taken up 
by the Branch Office with the Chief Accounts Officers of the 
undeitakiDgs. 

(6) The Committee understand that the Govennnents of Kerala, 
Mvsore and Andhra Pradesh make advance payments for their 
requirements. The I.O.C. should try and persuade other State 
Governments to follow a similar procedure. The CentralGov
emment may perhaps give the lead in the matters. (Paragraph 
No. 121). 

Reply of Govel'lUDent 

(1) I.O.C. normally gran~ credit up to 30 days which is exceeded 
only in special cases to meet competitive conditions. the lafter 
also inftu~ncing the recovery of interest on outstanding. 

(2) The suggestion that where the credit limit is exceeded, further 
credit supply should be stopped and supplies made only on a 

,cash basis, is being considered for application in other Branches 
also. However. many of the State Transport, Electricity and 
other undertakings render essential services and it may not be 
always desirab'~' to stop supplies. Besides, such- action may 
lead to the type of difficulties pointed out in the Jast sentence of 
paragraph 111 of the Committee's Report. 

(3) Normally. the Offic.~ 0{ the Undertakings who are. concerned 
with receiving supplies and making payments are contacted. 
Wh~t~v~r there is delay. the maWr is tak;n v~ wjth the lrl,her 
officers in the undertakings. Where the outstandings are high 
or old, the matter also taken un personally with the head of the 
undertaking from the Head Office of the I.O.C. 

( 4) Both the Branch Financial COntroner and the Branch Manager 
k<:ep a constant watch on the normal credit limits. Periodical 
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reports are also received in the Head Office of the Marketing
Dhision and every case of credit reviewed. 

( 5) This is already being done. 

(6) Noted. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-671 

Recommendation (Serial No. 44) 

As a sequel to the Estimates Committee's recommendations in regard to' 
the suIcs to Government organisations, the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemi
cals did write to aU the State Governments in July, 1964 requesting them to 
patronise the I.O.C. The ~eneral circular letter does not seem to have bad 
~ucb effect. The I.O.C. should canvass individually 'with each party and 
pen1J.adc it to patronise them. If 1)Crsuasion fails at a lower level. then the 
mJltter should be tackled at higher levels either bv 1)Crsonal talk or by cor
r~pondence. Supplies to Government Organisations are one of the primary 
objectives of the lO.C. and this matter deserves much greater attention by 
the Head Office and the Branch Offices than what has been ~ven to it tin 
n~; (ParSW3ph No. 123). 

Reply of Gonmment 

"'This is beiuJ! attended to. 
{Ministry 01 P~troleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-671 

Recommendation (Serial No. 49) 

In the Coln.-nittec's opinion, one of the major problems that deserves to 
be tackled by Government relates to facilities at Ports to receive largo tan
kers. The pattern of the world tanker fleet is fast changing and giant tankers 
up to 150,000 tonnes DWT arc the order of the day. Apart from quick 
movement of 1)I'Oducts. the incidence on frei-gbt is also considerably lower. 
As this country wDl have to depend on imports for sometime both for crude 
aDd. refined products we should build special oil terminals at Ports capable 
of handling lriant tankers. (Paragraph No. 145). 

Reply of GovernllleDt 

Noted. An oil berth designed to cater for tankers up to 800 feet in 
length is under construction at Haldia. With the commissioning of this. 
facUity. tankers of lar~r size and higher draft can be handled. At Madras 

the constru~d9n of ilD outGr Dock to clter to deep draft oil tMkers and ore 
carriers has been taken up and the work is in progress. The Cochin Port 
authorities are also examininJt proposals to handle large sized and deep dmft 
vessels. CeJ1aju schemes for improving the capacity of the dolphins at tbe 
berth at Marine Oil Terminal at Bombav so as to enable larger tankers to 
berth have rec:cutlv been sanctioned. The work is expected to be undertaken 
.after the present monsoon is over. At the other ports. the small volume (If 

,- ,-~:·:r ... _ 
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oil· traffic likelv to be handled would not justify large oudays on pan improve
ments for dealin1t with oil products only. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 11-9-67] 

27-11-67] 

Recommendatioa (Serial No. SO) 

The reason of inadequate discharge lines at POrts given for incurring 
dem~ appears to be very strange. The cost of the extra facilities would 
perhaps be equal to a year's demurrage. This demurrage is Paid in foreign 
currency. The Committee recommend that Ports Trusts should give thia 
matter their urgent attention and provide extra discharge lines wherever in· 
adequacy exists. (Paragraph No. 146). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. This has been brought to the notice of the Ports Trusl&. 
[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67) 

RecommendatioD ~ No. 51) 

At Port Okha the Burmah-sheli receives preferential treatment on 
acoount of a special agreement with tho Maharaja of Baroda while the I.O.C. 
taokers receive second priority. The Committee wonder why Juch an 
anomally exists. The legal implications of this Agreement require to be 
looked into. (Paragraph No. 148). 

Reply of Government 

The a~ecment was examined sometime back and it was decided that 
termination of the agreement at this stage is not feasible. 

aause 12 of the Agreement regarding the arrival of Burmah-shell 
Tankers within the stipulated period is, however, being strictly enforced with 
the result that many Burmah-shell tankers do not, in fact, get priority. 

Fur'her. the construction of a new pier at Port Okha is nearing comple
tion and it will be put into operation after the dredging work is c.>mpleted. 
The difficulties of the oil tankers coming at Okha Port will be solved to a 
great extent, when. the new pier is commissioned. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67..-IOC; dated 
27-11-67] 

RecoJDJDeOdatioa (Serial No. 54) 

All the imports made so far have been in foreign tankers. The Indian 
merchant fleet now owns a few tankers and it should be possible for the 
I.O.C. to make some of the imPOrts in Indian tankers. Apart from the fact 
that it will save payment to a foreign country whether it is in rupees or free 
exchange, it \\ill also act as an encouraS!ment to Indian shipping. Since 
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. au.iIt . Oftlie ·ltldiltn· tanker lleet is Wider a Public Undertaking, depend~ 
shvuJd not be much on foreign tarlkers. Apart from financial consideratfdtls, 
ldf-reUaace in this matter would be advantageous in times of an emergency. 
(Pua,craph No. 154). 

Reply of Govemment 

It has not so far been possible for the to.C. to make its import~ in 
lDdian fiiaR tankers because an the five overseas tankers under the Iii&au 
lila are already chartered to foreign oil companies on 'a IODR ttrin ~ 
1'betdOre. tor meeting the balance of needs, fresh acquisition will be neees .. 
1m. A bePihlOg bas been made in this direction ~tly bYfue sb.iPplng 
Corooration of India orderinjl; 2 tankers of 77,000 DWT each. There ii 
no question that self-reliance in this matter is important, and that acquisition 
of Indian flag tankers for serving the country's requirement should be en
couraged. 

(IhiLttty of PetrOleum &: Chemiails O.M. No. 13/3/611IOC. dattd 11467] 

Reco .. ~ (SerIal No. 55) 

The Committee would urge the GOvernment and the J.O.C. to make 
cdb1s to find fore~ markets for the surplus petrol. Even if el."ort4·1rO 
to be made at a loss, it would still be better than wort'iaR the ReftnedM at 
a reduced capacity and importing tIie deficit products. If export ~ 
arc not found immediately the CochinRefinery, fOr example, is likely to ftm 
into serious trouble. The Committee would also suggest that the coastal 
refineries must be encouraged to Cl1)Ort their petrol production. The private 
.&OCtorrefineries should be able to find forcj.gn markets with the belp of 
their principals abroad. (Paragraph No. 158). 

Reply of Govel'DJDellt 
Ind.ian Oil Corporation has already secured substantial export markets 

for Davhtha. motor spirit, H.S.D., furnace oil and coke. There is no lol&er 
eD, d8D'Rer that the Cochin Refinery would run into serious trouble owing 
to poor offtake of its products. The other coastal retinerie; are also export
lit ttli)tor JtasolcDe and naphtha surplus to their market tequirements. 

(Mtltlsuy 0/ Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9~7] 
Recom.....tackNI (Serial No. 57) 

Sclling difficulties and price cutting result when supply is greater than 
demand and such a siiuation :n the case of kero5ene was unjustified when 

thi .. surplus was created bv spending large amounts of foreign exchange, on 
111 1)urcnase. When the private on companies have been proclaiming that 
the mawn of profit allowed to them by Government is low, it is rather 
Strange that undercutting is resorted to by them in one of the items. This 
mIght be dUc to the fact that they have been getting bi~r discounts in OVer-
Seas markets than given out. (Paragraph No. 163). 
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Reply of Govemment 

Noted. 
{Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/JOC, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 58) 

'I'hc Committee feel that all future imports of kerosene should be made 
exclusiVely by the I.O.C. Firstly this is available from rupees payment sources. 
Even where it has to be imported from free foreign exchange sources, the 
I.O.C. can negotiate for larger discounts than 12 per cent allowed to private 
oil companies in terms of th~ W.G.O.P. recommendations. This will S'ave 
foreign exchange. Secondly, kerosene is an essential commodity and should 
pot be subject to manoeuvrability. The Committee heard that on certain 
occassions when the I.O.Cs. supplb;!s ran dry, an artificial scarcity was creat-

t-. ., . _ 4 

cd °by the private oil. companies by releasing only limited quantities in the 
m.arlc.et 0 which resulted inkeros'ene being sold at exhorbitant prices. Kero
~ -will I-emain in short supply for several years to come and will havc' to 
be imported' in. sPite of increased production from our Refineries. H' the 
I.O.C. is' given the monopoly of imports there is no reason why scarcity 
should recur. (Paragraph No. 164). 

Reply of Government 

'. Imports Of Ker05t:!ne are now being made exclusively by the Indian Oil 
~liolio Limited. 

{Ministry Of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 60) 

TheCominittee feel that in all urban and rural areas where regular mar
k¢ts exist. kerosene sho1lld be sold loose and not in sealed tins. Use of tins 
sliould be restricted to areas, where transport is difficult as. in hill areas, for 
-defence units serving in forward areas etc. (Paragraph No. 175). 

Reply of Govemment 

The pOlicy of the Indian Oil Corporation is to convert as much of th~ 
packed kerosene trade as possible to bulk supplies. 'This results in a lower 
price to the consumer. Packed keros'ene is sold only in those area where 
bulk supplies cannot be conveniently handled, such ~_ hilly areas etc. 

rMbUstry hi Petroleum It CMmical~ O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67J 

Recommendation (Serial No. 61) 

The Committee feel that it shOuld be possible to find a cheap and reliable 
subStitute for tin containers in plastic, poIythene or other modern packing 
material. (Paragraph No. 176). 
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Reply of GoYem •• 
Noted. Efforts' will be made to develop such substitutes in CODSultaioo 

with the C.S.I.R. 

{Mi,uslry of Petroleum & Chemicols O.M: No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 64) 

Apart from LPG for domestic use it would be desirable for the I.O.C. 
to enter the industrial purposes. The Committee were told that no SUlVOY 

of industrial demand had b..'"Cn made. Its marketing possibilities for the 
industry should be ascertained and exploited. (Paragraph No. 186). 

Reply of Government 

A beginning has been made by supplying LPG to certain industrial 
customers in the domestic type of cyIinders, in the existing lndane market 
aree.s, including Calcutta, Pat.na and A1lahabad. Orders have 6Ccii placed 
for the procurement of 2000 "industrial" type cylinders of larger size. Steps. 
are also being taken to have an industrial SUlVCy carried out. 

[Min!stry af Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dtzted . 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 71) 

The Committee agree that the actual published accounts do not reflect 
the actual working of the I.O.C., insofar as the Corporation is obliged to 
incur under-recoveries of freight etc., for no fault of its own. The Com-
mittee have recommended elswhere, that relief should ~ given to the I.O.C. 
in regard to these matters. This, however does not mean that all is well 
otb~rwise with the I.O.c. There: are many matters pointed out in other 
parts of the Report which have to be set right. There is doubtless an 
encouraging trcnd in the management of the Marketing Division not oaly 
in regard to the administrative changes that have been made but also in 
regard to policy. There io; no reason why the Division should not yield 
better profits if its affairs are handled energetically and prudently. Paragraph 
No. 208). 

Reply of Govea..-
Noted. The Management is alive to tOO shortcomings in the organisa

tian aad is striving hard to remove them. 
{Ministry 01 Petroleum & Chemicals O. M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 

11-9-67] 

RctOmmcAdltioD (~l No. U) 
The Committee feel unhappy over the position that on the one hand,. 

money is borrowed from Banks with a view to paying the Refineries Division 
and heavy interest charges incurred thereon and on the other hand, the biOs 
Of the Refineries Division arc not cleaned in time and heavy interest charges. 
on the~c outstandings are incurred as a result. (Paragraph No. 213). 
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Rqaly of GovermneDt 

This position no longer exists and, as mentioned in the Committee's, 
R~port in para 212, there arc no arrears since April, 1966. 

The procedure for payment to the Refineries Division has been changed 
from November, 1966. The collections made by the Marketing Division at 
Delhi and Calcutta are now automatically tram;ferred by the Bank to the 
Account of the Refineries Division. At the end of the month, th<! position 
i~ reviewed, and any short or excess payment is adjusted. The system is 
working satisfactorily. 

[ll,linistry oj Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67110C, dated· 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 74) 

It is understood that the Talukdar Committee had recommended Rs. 20· 
as a reasonable working capital for every Rs. 100 of sale. The Government 
modified this figure to about Rs. 18 per Rs. 100 of sale. i.e. 1/6th of sale 
value. Against thiS', the LO.C's. achievement of Rs. 13 for the yl~ar 
1965-66 appears to be satisfactory. The Committee hope that every effort 
will be made to better this figure. (Paragraph No. 217). 

Repl~· of Government 

:--ioted. 

[Ministn· of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 76) 

The facts which came· to the notice of the Committee reveal a discon-
certing state of affairs in regard to billing for D.G.S.&D. supplies. The 
Committee can only draw the attention of the Management to this unsatis
factory state of affairs and suggest that close attention should be paid to this 
matter both by the Head Office and the Finance & Accounts Officers Of the 
Branches. The Head Office should call for weekly statistics of bills submitted 
to D.G.S.&O. by the Branches from the Cell at Delhi and try t<.? analyse the 
causes for delay c;>r incorrect billing and take necessary steps to improve 
matters. This vigilance should not be relaxed till the Head Office is satisfied 
that the procedure has attained a certain standard of efficiency. The 
Accounts Officers of the Branches should be held responsible for this matter. 

(Paragrapp No. 230). 
Reply of G9vemment 

Since November, 1966, a special officer has been posted at Delhi exclu
sively to follow up O.G.S.&D. bills and payments. He has examined the 
causes of delays in payment and for incorrect billing and has ensured rcmcdiaf 
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nction. The position bas sioo.: considerably improved. Tbct Delhi 
D.03.&D. Cell sends to the Head Office weekly reports showingtbc number 
aDd amount of the bills submitted and the collections made. 

(Ministry 01 Pttrolrllm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/JOC. da/rd 
11~9-67] 

Recommeadatioll (Serial No. 77) 

The D.O.S.&O. made a suggestion that the I.O.C's. liaison officer at 
Delhi should be given greater powers so that he could take decisions on the 
spot n::garding clarifications etc. sought by O.O.S.&D. in regard to varioos 
contracts. Thef.O.C. stated that thiS' woulo involve dlo.'! setting up of a big 
organintioo to attend to these matters which would be a waste. The Com· 
lIJittce agree with this view. With the establishment Of a ~Ieprinter circuit 
b...-ween the Deihl apd Bombay omc~. communication would be swift and 
it sbould be possible for the Uaison Officer at Delhi to obtain clarification or 

. ded~ (rom the Head Office within a day. (Paragraph No. 233). 

Reply 01 GoYe~ellt 

The teleprinter service between Bombay and Delhi is being etJectively 
, \l tillsed. 

(Ministry (II Pt'lro/elim & Clwmi<:Q/.s O.M. No. 13/3/67110C, dated 
11~9-67) 

RecG ••• DdIldoa (Serial No. 79) 

As for other outstandings nod the rusons therefor. the f~ts speak for 
,themselves without the need for any special comment. The Committee can 
only expr,* regret at thinp. baving been allowed to drift in this manDer 
widlou~ elective and timely action beini taken to ,pu~ auatters straight. Half 
the I.O.Cs. financial troubles were due to the fact that the matter 0{ co1lec· 
tion of outstandings was not !tiven the importance that it deserved. 

The Committee have made some suggestions in this regard while dealing 
with the'sales to Government organisations. 1bese arc the major customers 
that the J.O.C. has to tackle first. If the Corporation can succc:cd in obtain· 
i'4g payments from Government parties say within IS days of presentation 
of a bill, it would go a long way in solving this problem of heavy outstandiDgs. 
In fact. the Committee would sugggest that aU the Bl'8IlChcs should aim at 

reachiDS the fi&\tre:; Qf ttl; SQutbcm Branch whooc ootmodin~ fepreseDt 
only 17 days' scale. The position of the Eastern Branch is partiCUlarly bad 
and requires. extra effort to stabilise it. The Committee, however, realise 
tbat the difficulties of the East.!m Branch arc mainly due to the fact that it 

-caters to a difficult and far-flung area with myriads of problems of communi
<atioo and supply. The Head 0t1ke dwuld give the Branch all possible 
as~stance by writing to the parties concerned to cooperat.! in clearing the 
arrean.. The Committee hope that by the end of the financial year the 
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Eastern Branch will catch up with the oth:r Bran~hes. The Committee also
suggest that tit.! position Of the outstandi'ngs should not only be watched once' 
<1 year but every month by the Branch Office and the Head Office. (Para· 
grit.ph Nos. 236-37). 

Reply of Goftl'1llDellt 

Special assistance has been given to the Eastern Branch by deputing' 
senior officers from the Head Office to assist in collection work. 

The progress of collections is watched weekly and the position Of out
standings reviewed each month. Based on this review. collection targets 
are set every month for the branches, taking into account the past coUection~. 
and the amounts outstanding at the end of the previous month. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & C"emicaL~ O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC. dmed 
11-9-67] 

Rec.o ............... (Serial No. 80) 

These figur~s of outstandings each month in the four Branches reveal 
that the position has been fluctuating from month to month and in a fairly 
wide range. If proper credit control is exercised. such a fluctuation should 
not arise. The figures indicate the need for greater control both by the 
Head Office and the Branch Offices in the matter. (ParagraPh No. 239). 

Reply of GoveJ'lllDftlt 

Indian Oil Corporation has a proper system of credit control setting out 
specihc powers to the Branch Managers for giving credit up to certain fixed' 
monetary limits. Beyond this limit, credit is extended by the Head Of6ce. 
Tbis system has worked well in practice. Tn spite of such a system ftuctua
tions do arise because the proportions of cash and credit sales vary from: 
month t9 month and from Branch to Branch. 

(Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, timed 
11-9-67] 

JlecoameadItioa (Serial No. 81) 

The Committee do not share the Corporation's complacency that the 
Accounts of the Division are ''Good'' now. In the Committee's view a great 
deal bas to be done in regard to Accounts. For one thing, the Man"als 
drawn UJ) are far from complete and coaiprebensive, as pointed out bY the· 
~y AuditoR thtlmelvcs. The billing system in respect of DGSID 
supplies is still in an unsatisfactory state as has been pointed out earlier. 
CoDection of arrears is lagging behind. The mecbanisation of accounts has 
been done only in one Branch and is yet to be introduced ~Jsewh:re. These 
are just some of the shortcomings. Others can be quoted. In view of this, 
Accoums require the urgent attention of the senior officers concerned in the 
organisation. (Paragraph No. 242). 
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Reply of Govemment 

&.."VcraJ detailed accounting mannuals have been drawn up for the guid
ance of the accounts staff. These compilations will require further additions 
and/or amendments in the light of experience gained. The Branc~9 are 
implementing these manuals by stag,;!s and ~tcps have been taken to keep 
the manuals up to date. 

As regards the DGS&D billing system, this has already improved (as 
indicated in the reply to para 230). 

Mechanisation of accounts has made further progress. At present, it is 
in full use in two branches and has recently b\:en introduced in the othc·r two 
branches also. 

(Ministry 01 Petroleum & Chl'luicu/s 0 .. "'. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dmed 
I 1-9-671 

Recommendation (Serial No. 82) 

The Committee wonder why in spite of the acknowledged failure of the 
-chief Accounts Ofliccr to organi.sc the account.. of the Corporation in a 
proper ~md systematic manner, he was k~pt in employment for so many years. 
A person with proved efficiency and a g08d knowledge of the accounting 
sy!>tcms in any of the private oil companies in India would have been more 
~uitablc for this important ~t. (Paragraph No. 244). 

Reply of Government 

A person with good knowledge of accounting systems in a private oil 
·t;lQrage and marketing company has bo;n placed in charge. of this post since 
.Orccmbcr. 1965. 

(Minislr.v 01 Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
J 1-9-67] 

RecommendatioR (Serial No. 8S) 

While the Committee do not wish to comment on the merits or demerits 
,of the agtce~nt. with Mis. Hindustan Organisers they are concemed \\ith 
the principle involved in the circumstances relating to the extension of the 
A~eement. Because of a kgal flaw, the Corporation is forced to enter into 
a business deal which it might not have done normally. The Corporation 
has to enler into various agreements and contmcts in the COUl'5e of its 

busincss and every precaution has to be taken to safeguard it~ itt~stg wbi~h 
might ~ jcopardiscd because of some legal flaw in an agreement or contract. 
Thl:i partkular case woukI emphasise the need for subjecting all such docu
m'"nts to a careful and thorough scrutiny by an expert before thev are 
finaJi!\w. The Committee hope tbat the I.O.C \\'ill make adequate adaoge
menls for a well qualified and experienced legal expert to advise' if on -all 
such mattl'TS. (Paragraph No. 251). -. . 
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Reply of Govenaelll 

Noted. 

l"lle Legal Section of the Marketing Division is organised to handle 
routine matters of a legal nature. The Section has six qualified lawyers, 
two in the Head Office and one in· each of the four Branches. In addition, 
there is an outside Legal Adviser in Bombay on a retainer to whom m.ore 
important cases are referred. Whcn the issues are very important or 
complicated, the Head Office refers thcm to various firms of leading soli
citiors and Tax Consultants. 

[Ministry oj Petroleum &: Chemicals a.M. No. 13/3/67 jlOC, dated 
11-9-67J 

Recommendation (Serial No. 86) 

The Committ~ regret to point out that the provision relating to credit 
limit was not applied in regard to the Agreement with Mis. Hindus-tan 
Organisers. . It might be worthwhile to enquire if the interest charges were 
Wliived deliberately or it was an act of omission on somebody's part. (Para,. 
graph No. 253). 

Reply of Government 

The I.O.C. has since claimed interest from the firm on overdue pay
ments. The claim has not been accepted by the finn and further appro
priate action is being taken. 

[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67jlOC, dated 
11-9-67J 

RecolDlDeadatioo (Serial No. 87) 

The Conimittee have recommended ~lsewhere in this report that alI 
payments delayed beyond the stipulated credit limit should attract interest. 
charge'S whether the consumer is a Government party, a public undertaking 
or a private individual. The I.O.C. should lay down this penalty clause in 
~ future agreements for supplies of products and enforce the penalty invari· 
ably. Ex~ptions should be granted only by competent authority _ and on 
&000 reasons. In the case of Mis. Hindustan Organisers. the ~ttee 
·see no ground for exemptions being made in the collectio.!1 of interest on late 
payments. The Committee also recommend that the credit limit should not 

exceed 4) days i.e, the limit which tht Refineries Division gives to the 
Marketing Division for the supply of products. (Paragraph No. 254). 

Reply of Government 

Whenever competitive conditions permit, JOC will slipulate the Icvy of 
interest charges on overdue payments. The credit limit of 135 days given 
to MIs. Hindustan Organisers arises out of a contractual o"lig~tion already 
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entered into and cannot be altered DOW. How~ver. the question of prompt 
payment of dues and the charging of interests on overdue pa~ts has 
already been taken up by I.O.Cs. solicitors with the firm. 

{Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC. ~ 
11-9-67J ,'. 

Reco-........ (Serial No. 88) 

The Committee recommend that the Branch F1Il8DCial Controllers may 
be given greater authority than now in regard to financial matters.' Where 
financial concurrence is necessary, the Branch Managecs11laY obtain it from 
the Branch Financial Controller rather than refer cases to the FiDaac:iaI 
Controller of the Division at the lkad Office. Only in exceotiooal or major 
cases should a reference be made to the Division~ Financial ControDer. 
(PDragr~J>h No. 259). 

Reply of Government 

At present, th::rc is a delegation of powers to Branch Manag;ers. Where 
a matter falls within the power of a Branch M~r, and De6ds ~a1 
concurrence, the Branch Manager seeks financal concurrence· frQIU the B~ 
Financial Controller of the Branch and not from the Fmancial ControDer 
Of the Head Office. Where however the matter js not within the delegated 
power of the Branch Manager, he refers it to the Managing Director at the 
Head Office. At that stage. the Managing Director seeks the finan4:ial 
concurrence Of tbc Financial Controller at the Head Offi.\:~. 

The adequacy of delegat,:(i' powers is constantly reviewed. Wben raore 
powers are delegated to Branch Manager (as has r~tly been. done), the 
Branch financial Controllers also automatically get correspondins higber 
powert. for according financial concurrenCe. 

[Ministry Of Petroleum &. ChemiCtlls OM. NQ. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-671 

Recommendatioa (Serial No. 89) 

The present policy of. retaining most of the P9\Vers~itb. ~ Head .~. 
is DeKher oondUcive to efficiency nor in keeping with modem tbiD\j'g,g''oo 
Manacuucnt. Therefore, early action should be taken to r~vise the Us. 
of delegated powers. (Paragraph No. 260). 

Reply of Go't'erMleIlt 

Noted. 

A continuous review is made Of th~ adequacy of the powers de1egatec:f 
to th~ Branch Managers and these are enlarged as and when neceswy. 
FUllhcr delegation will be made-on the basis of the. recom:nendatioDs of the 
Man:\ger (Effidency Research) appointed recently. 

(Ministry qJ PetrOleum & ChemicDls O.M. No. 13/3/671lOC, _ell 
11-9-67] 
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Recolln._"'" (Serial No. 91) 

The performance of the sales staff should also be subject to constant 
review and figures of sales and expenditure should be compiled district and 
Branch-wise for judging productively. The Committee also suggest that the 
Head Offioc should have an Efficiency Expert who has been 5pecially trained 
in 0 & M work with special reference to the petroleum industry. He should 
be cntru5tcd with the task of devising methods for measuring performance 
and for increasing productivity and efficiency in the various fields of the 
lOC's iicth-ities i.e., sales, operation, accounts, depo~ management etc. 
(Paragraph No. 263). 

Reply of Govemment 

Noted. An efficiency expert with special training and experience in 
o & M work and with considerabL~ kno~ledge of the vii industry has been 
appointed in April, 1967. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

RecOlllmendation (Serial No. 92) 

The Committee suggest that a thorough scrutiny of all the posts in the 
varjou~ Branches be made with a view to pick out and eliminate posts like 
that of the Liaison Officer at Calcutta. (Paragraph No. 265). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. The post of Liaison Offic.~r at Calcutta has been abolished. 
(Ministry of Petroleum. & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C dated 

11-9-67.] -

Recommendation (Serial No. 93) 

The Committee are glad to know of the establishment of the Staff College 
and hope that it will be possible to impart thorough training to all the I.O.C. 
staff, in the sphere of their work. This is a very important aspect both in 
regard to in,<reasing the e~ciency of the Corporation and also to ensure 
that servicing of customers is effective. The Committee received complaints 
that ~ome of the I.O.C. sales staff wer~ not thorough with the technical 
-details of the products being marketed, es~dany lubricants. This is a 
1acut!a which the staff COllege should seek to plug. Intensive training should 

also be given on modem sales methods and §..ales promotional activities. For 
tbis purpose it would also re desirable for tbe ~aching staff of the Staff 
College to keep abreast of developments in sale~ and managcm~nt techniques 
that are taking place in more advanced countries. Th~se new techniques 
could be discuss¢ with people who are doing the job, so that they may be 
applied in a practical way ll!ld adapted to Indian conditions. The trained 
maff (ouid then report tb:!ir experiences back to the College who can make_ 
SLSS69-3 
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an assessment of the value Of such techniques. In short, the training 
programmes should act as a two-way traffic both for imparting of knowledge 
to be carried into the field and obtaining results from the field Of the 
practical application of such knowledge. The Committee would aJao. 
recommend that refresher courses should be given to persons who have been 
once trained, so that knowledge of latest or advanced technique can be 
imparted to them. (Paragraph No. 268). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. The staff college is taking steps to organise its activities on the-
1inc~ indicated. 

[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 94) 

The Committee recommend that pump attendants should be given a 
short training on how to conduct themselves with customers who patronise 
the pumps. They should be given lessons in courtesy and correct behaviour 
,to be adopted and should also be given practical training on the peculiarities 
of different types of vehicles that are likely to come to a pump and how each 
is to 00 served. On the behaviour and efficiency of the pump attendants 
will depend greatly the impression that the public will carry of the IOC 
and it is important to ensure that these men are not wanting in courteous 
behaviour, knowledge of their work and efficiency. (Paragraph No. 269). 

Reply of Govaawent 

Noted. IOC has already given retail service training to its own staff 
and has plans to impart .such training to dealers and pump attendants also. 

[Ministry 0/ Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C. dated 
11-9-67] 

RecommeDdatiOll (Serial No. 95) 

Another category of staff who should be properly trained is the Accounts. 
Staff. From what the Committee have been able to see most of the Branches 
bas been far from satisfactory and it has been s~ed that the Chief cause 
has been the lack of adequately trained staff. It is very necessary to ensure 
that all accounts staff arc thoroughly tn¥ned, and their method of work is 
efficient, methodical and thorough. Unless the billing and collection work 
is carried out efficiently, the work of the Corporation is bound to suffer, as 
has happened till now. (Paragraph No. 270). 

Reply of Goyenaaent 

The Accounts Staff in all the Depots a,nd Installations have been trained. 
Most of the accounts staff in the Branches have also been trained in their" 
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respective jobs. A number of acounting manuals have been prepared. The 
concerned officers and supervisory staff from the Branches undergo special 
instruction in the Head Office on how to implement the new manuals. 

[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendatioll (Serial No. 96) 

The Committee feel that in . an industry like petroleum, where a high 
degree of specialisation is necessary, a policy of obtaining officers on depu
tation from Government for a fixed tenure of two or three years would be 
undesirable. While there would be no objection in obtaining men from 
Government sources it should be on the condition that they would be 
absorbed in the l.O.C. after a probationary period fixed for that category of 
post. At thl! end of that period, if found satisfactory they should be 
absorbed permanently in the Organisation and should be made to sever their 
connections with Government. A person who is on deputation and is 
looking fonvard to his next promotion in his parent department cannot be 
expected to give his best in the organisation. (Paragraph No. 271). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. The recommendation will be implemented as far as practi
cable. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 97) 

While the Committee have no objection whatsoever to the grant of ad-
vance increments in deserving cases, they cannot help feeling that adv:mce 
increments are being granted as a matter of course which diminishes the 
valne of such rewards and tends to create jealousies within the organisation. 
The Committee, therefore, recommend that utmost discretion should be 
exercised by the Managing Director in the grant of advance increments and 
only those meriting the highest consideration should be sanctioned. Such 
rewards besides benefiting the person concerned should also be duly publicised 
so tha,t the whole organisation may come to Know of the recognition of 
merit by the management. It might, therefore, be useful to publish a list 
of persons to. whom merit increments have been given in the house journal 
of the Corporation. (Paragraph No. 277). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. 
[\finistry Of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/6iffOC, dated 

11-9-67.] 
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Reeo. .... tioII (Serial No. 91) 

Some of the instances of promotions examined by the Committee led to 
a doubt whether too rapid promotioas were not being given in some cases, 
t~an .was legitimately due. While it is admitted t~ in an expaading orga
~tioD, ~y ~w posts. are created, it does not seem right that a person 
With only a Itmlled experience in a lower post should be promoted to fill a 
new vacancy in a higher grade before he is fuDy mature and has gained the 
technical expertise to qualify himself for higher responsibilities. The Com
mi~ee agree that merit should be recognised and rewarded but to give two 
rapid promotions .and in addition, to give advance increment on initial 
fixation of pay in the new scale appears to be incongruous. 

(paragraph No. 278) 

Reply 01 Govel'llJllellt 

Noted. 

[Ministry oJ Petrolellm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendatioa (Serial No. 98A) 

The Committee Jearnt that there were only 37 vigilance cases So far. 
Out of these, allegations in 31 cases were not substantiated. In the other 
6 cases where the charges were proved, suitable action was taken against 
the persons concerned. The Committee arc not satisfied with the arrange
ments made by the Corporation ·in dealing with cases of corruption, black.
marketing etc. that may arise. Ba,rring perhaps the Railways, the I.O.C. 
is the one public undertaking which has the maximum dealings with the 
public. However many rules one may have, there is a very large liell! of 
discmion which has necessarily to be allowed to officers at practica,lly all 
levels. Right from appointment of dealers and agents to the daily supply of 
products to them one officer or the other does exercise some discretion. In 
.other words, these matters do not automatically foHow a definite rule. 'Ibis 
being so, the possibility o.f an officer's decision being influenced by unfair 
.considerations ca,nnot be ruled out, specially when there are a large number 
.of items which are in short supply and also when an agency or a dealership is 
such a profitable business. (Paragraph No. 280) 

Reply 01 Goveruaeat 

The views elpr~se-d have been noted for future guidan~. I~ ~ been 
decided to have a full time Vigilance Ofticer for the Marketing Din,.OD and 
the Vigilance set up and procedures will be further strengthened as suggM
at. 

[Ministry cl P~troleu", & CMmictlls OM. No. 13/3/67/IOC, IIt#af 
27-11-67.] 
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ReooIIIIIleDCladoa (Serial No. 99> 
The Committee recommend that the Corporation should have a proper 

and well publiciS\."d organisation for dealing wilh complaints from public. 
Each Branch manager should be designated by naine as vigilance officer and 
a notice hung up at all the I.O.C. Offices, pumps and Agents' Shops request
ing customers with complaints to write to the vigilance officer at the Branch 
or the Head office giving full particulars of the case about which the com
plaint is being mape. All such complaints received should be acknowledged 
and where a prima facie case seems to exist, enquiries should be conducted. 
The cases need not merely relate to corruption, but also black-marketing 
by dealers or agents or other corrupt practices auoptcd by them. 

An enquiry into a case should be made quickly. a,nd where an alle
gation has been proved, the case should be processed swiftly and the for
malities of procedure gone through without waste of time. 

(Paragraph Nos. 281-282) 

Reply of Government 

Noted. A post of Vigilance Officer has already been sanctioned for 
the Head Office a,nd action will be taken to deal with public complaints 
expeditiously. The Branch Managers have been asked to extend all assist
ance to him. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Reemnmendation (Serial No. 100) 

The Committee feel that the expenditure on air travel is high and that 
there is a great scope for reduction. It will be seen that in 1965-66 more 
than Rs. 34,000 ha,d been spent at the Head Office alone on air travel by 
the Officials who are not entitled to travel by air. In order to economise, 
air travel should be allowed only in very genuine and urgent cases. 

. (Paragraph No. 284) 

Reply of Government 

Note. Air travel by officers below the grade of Rs. 1300-1600 is allow
cd only in cases of extreme urgency, and, at present, this can be under
taken only with the personal approval of the Managing Director in the 
Head Office and the Branch Managers in the Branches. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 101) 

The Committee found that in 1965-66, as against the budget provision 
of Rs. 10.08 ]~kbs on telephones, the expenditure was Rs. 14.66 lakhs. 
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There appears to be need for greater economy in this expenditure than exer
cised 'so far. The Committee understand that there is a move to install 
teleprinter service between branches. When this is done strict care should be 
taken to ensure that the number of trunk calls· made are kept to the mini
mum. The Committee feel that it would be desirable for the senior most 
officers in ea,ch Branch and in the Head Office ·to examine each month. the 
number of trunk calls made by each officer and the justification for the 
same. (Paragraph No. 285). 

Reply of Goverament 

The Head Office has since been connected by a Teleprinter service with 
all the branches. Branches also send rapid communications among them
selves either directly or through the Head Office teleprinters. Strict instructions 
have been issued that trunk calls should be used only in eases of urgent 
necessity when the teleprinter service breaks down or where the matter dis
cussed is of a confidential nature. The number of trunk calls has $eady 
come down appreciably. 

(Ministry of Petrolellm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/ IOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recoaunendation (Serial No. 102) 

Except perhapS' for the ~ost Office, the LO.C. is the one Government 
of In4ia undertaking which will operat~ throughout the length and breadth 
of the country and spread its influence upto the remotest vi1lage in India. 
The I.O.C. will therefore be a symbol of the Government of India. Publicity 
of an institutiomll nature is, therefore, important in order to build up an 
image of the J .O.c. in the public mind. The efficiency and quality of service 
of the 1.0.C. will also of course influence the impression that the public 
will gain of Government institutions. The publicity should, therefore, em
phasise this aspect so that the public looks upon the I.O.C. as their friend 
on whom they can depend for prompt scrvisce. (Paragraph No. 291) 

Reply of Goverament 

Noted. 

[Ministry of i'('fro/eum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/JOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

RecollUDendaaioa (Serial No. 103) 

The Committee feel that there is great scope for improvement in the qua
lity and standard. both of the Press advertisements and the outdoor publi
city, consisting of hoardings both at retail outlets and elsewhere. The 
advertisements and hoardings should be catchy a.s for example those of Air 
India, and should also emphasise that the I.O.C. belongs to the people. 
Being a public undertaking. a sense of public participation iIi its activities 
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~uld be created. It might be advisable for the I.O.C. to consult a reputed 
adYertising consultant with a view to improve the standard of its advertis
ing. (Paragraphs No. 292-293). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. 
[Ministry of Petrolellm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 

11-9-67.] 

RecoDUllendation (Serial No. 105) 

The Committee found that the house journal had practically little or no 
-news about the three Refineries or the Pipelines Division. H the pubJica
tion is a house journal of the Corporation then it should legitimately publish 
-news of the Refineries and Pipelines Divisions also in addition to the news 
<)f the Marketing Division. (Paragraph No. 295) 

Reply of Govenunent 

Noted. 
"[Ministry Of Petrolellm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 

11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 106) 

As for product advertising, the Committee feel that there is scope for 
better e.ffort in this direction. For example the Committee received com
plaints that there wa,s lack of information about the quality of the lubricants 
marketed by the IOC. Attractive folders could perhaps be printed giving 
full details of the various products marketed and cUstributed to potential 
consumers. Similarly as the Committee have pointed out elsewhere in this 
report, Liquified Petroleum Gas, whic!J. the loe is marketing under the 
brand name of INDANE requires to be widely publicised not merely from 
the point of view of the brand, but with a,n idea to induce the public to 
change to LPG from Kerosene and other conventional fuels. It would be 
in the national interest to make people discard Kerosene for LPG. 

(Paragraph No. 296) 

Reply of Government 

Noted. A!; Indane is marketed in more and more towns, advertising will 
be stepped up. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 107) 

The Committee are not very happy about the payment of advance r£nts 
for office buildings. While justification has been given for such an abnormal 
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procedure, the chief among them being that adviDce rents have become aD 
admowledged practice in commercial Circles, it is rgrettable· th~t Govern· 
meDt cannot exert its influence to obtain accommodation on more favour
able terms. (Paragraph No. 298). 

Reply of Govermaeat 
It is agrccd that the payment of advance rent should be avoided, if 

possible, but in certain circumstances this may become inevitable. 

[Ministrv of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
. 11-9-67.j 

RecollUllendatioD (SerIal No. 109) 
As an alternative, two or three public undertakingS with headquarters 

in a city may pool their resources and construct a, building for themselves. 
The Central Government should give all assistance in the matter of leasing 
of suitable sites for such vcntures where. land belonging to them is available 
or else the Government should usc their good offices to persuape the State 
Governments to lease out suitable. land for this purpose. At any rate, rent· 
ing of private accommodation at such exorbitant rates and on such unusual 
terms as Ii to 2 years lIdvanc erent should be discouraged. (Paragarpb 
No. 301). 

Reply of Government 
The recommendation has been brought to the notice of the Ministries 

concerned for giving c1Iect to it to the extent possible. 

[Ministry 0/ P~rol('um &: Chemicals O.M. No, 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

ReooaunendaHon (Serial No. 111) 

In regard to the case of inadequate control over issues of steel to fabri
cation contractors pointed out in Section II, para 4 of Audit Report (Com
mercial), 1965, the Committee feel that the I.O.C. did not act properly 
in not keeping accounts of the steel issued to the contractors. While it is 
true th~t the I.O.C. did not lose any money on this, it is wen to remember 
that the steel was imported and since steel was in short supply there was 
every possibility of diverting it for other uses by showing an excess amount 
of wastage. Since the Committee did not enquire into the matter it cannot 
be said that this happened. An that they wish to point out is the possibility 
of malpractice in the a,bsence of proper accounting procedures. The Com-

mittee hope that the 1.0.C. will be more prudent in such matters in fu-
tUfe. (Paragraph No. 311). 

Reply of Govemmeat 
Noted. Proper accounting procedures have been established and ac

counl<; of sted issued arc now being maintained satisfactorily. 
[Millistry Of l)elrf'/t'llm &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC. dated 

11-9-67.] 
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RecommendatioB (Serial No. ttl) 

As rega,rds the cases pointed out in the Audit Report (Commercial). 
1965, Section II, Paras 5(1) and S(ii) , the Conunittee find that these l-
eases aloog with many others were some of the unfortunate incidents in the 
early history of the IOC. Some of these have resulted from experience and 
the others due to hasty actions without prudent thOUght and calculation. 
This can only be regretted and the Committee ca,n only hope that the IOC 
\\ill benefit from these experiences and avoid similar pitfalls in future. 
(Paragraph No. 323). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. 
[Ministry Of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67IIOC, dated 

11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 114) 

The Committee have noticed a recent trend for the better in the manage~ 
ment and organisation of the Division and hope that the w~rking of the 
Division will improve with time a,nd that it will be possible to reach an 
efficiency worthy of the high hop~s reposed on this organisation in a key 
sector of the country's economy. (paragraph No. 332). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. 
[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC~ dated 

11-9-67.] 



. CHAPTER m 
:RECOMMENDATIONS WHICH nIB COMMITfEE 00 NOT DESIRE 
, TO PURSUE IN VIEW OF GOVERNMENT'S REPLY -

RerommendatioD (Serial No.4) 

The Committee desire that the Ministry of Defence should examine the 
question of payment of premium for sites leased to I.O.C. for retail outlets, 
and Jay down a reasonable sum to be charged from the I.O.C. pumps as 
premium. This should be applicable to all the Cantonment Boards. 

(paragraph No. 20) 

Reply of Goverament 

The question of rent/premium for military lands leased for rctail outlets 
has been examined and it has been decided as follows: 

(a) No separate rate for petrol pumps will be fixed in the STRs for 
lease for petrol pumps. Whore apy such rates have been fixed, 
the same will be ignored. 

(b) Normally, the rent of land in Cantonments leased for petrol 
pumps/service stations will be 4 times the residential STR in 
the area in question and premium equivalent to 10 times the 
said rent i.e. 40 times the residential sm. The leasl! of the 
land will be for a ·period of 10 years, wherea,fter the rent and 
premium will be refixed on the ianlC principles, :.hould it be 
decided to extend the period of the lease. 

(c) In exceptional cases, where the Military Estate Officer consi
ders that the value of the land desired for petrol pump/service 
station will be substantially more than 4 times the value of 
residential land in the sanle zone/Cantonment, he will be at 
liberty to recommend a higher rent and premium. 

[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67jIOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Rec:oIUlendatio. (Serial No.8) 

The I.O.C. should have taken the initiative by offering to take over the 
installations belonging to the private oil companies at Cochin after clearly 
explaining their policy in this regard. This the I.O.C. did not do. Instead, 
storaae tanks and other facilities were put up, at the Cochin Refinery for 
storage and despatch of products by rail and road. The Committee under
stand that these storage tanks were built with imported material and that 
,~oDSiderable expenditure has ~en incurred on them. This unnecessary ex
penditure could have been easily avoided. (paragraph 30). 

3(j 
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Reply of Govenament 

The lO.C. had taken the initiative and' contacted Caltex in 1963 to 
secure their Cochin facilities for the use of the I.O.C. Caltex, however, 
informed the I.O.C. that it was not their policy to sell their port inst8tlla
tions. The I.O.C. thereafter put up its own installation on a very modest 
scale. No imported material was involved. Besides the tankage built at the 
Cochin Refinery was barely adequate for refinery operations a.nd could not 
have been reduced even had the private companies' installations been avail
able for the I.O.C. 

The development of centralised loading facilities in the Cochin Refinery 
has been very much fa,voured by the Railways, who now bring all the empty 
tank wagons to one location, instead of to four separate amI far flung 
sidings, and can thus form special trains for single destinations. This has 
greatly improved the tum-round and the utilisation of ta,nks wagons. 

[MiniStry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. SA) 
Such instances are bound to increase in future. More and more business 

at airports, especially those used by the Defence, is likely to come over to 
the I.O.C. What happened at Cochin will shortly happen at Madras. In 
all such cases, there could be no justification whatsoever for the I.O.C. to 
build new installations. It would be a national dis-service for the private 
Oil Companies to hold on to their installath:ms when they have no use for 
them, or to sell them as scrap after dismantling. In times of economic 
difficulties when steel etc. are difficult t'O obtain, such waste should not be 
allowed to occur. (Paragraph No. 32). 

Reply of Government 
Noted. 

[Ministry Of Petroleum & Chemicals a.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
27-11-67] . 

Recommendation (Serial No.9) 

The Committee suggest that in future, where oil installations and ancil
lary facilities become surplus to the requirements of the private oil com
panies as a result of business passing int'O the hands of the I.O.C .. Govern
ment should ensure that such installations are taken over by the I.O.C. and 
that the I.O.C. does not duplicate the facilities already existing. No national 
waste should be allowed. If there is a dispute regarding the price to be 
paid for such transfer of property, Government should constitute a Com
mittee consisting of a representative each of the I.O.C. and the private oil 
company concerned and an impartial chairman, acceptable to both the 
parties. The sale price fixed by .such a committee should be binding on 
both the parties. (Paragraph No. 33). 
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Noted. 
(Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/61jIOC; dated 

11-9-67] 

F6d1et lafom.a8oa called for by the C...,..attee, ia leaped' ot ~ 
...,. at SL Nee. 8A • 9. 

The progress made by fOC in taking over port/airport installations frOm. 
private oil companies at Madras and other places may be mtimated. 

(L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PU/68, dated 5-12-68) 

FInal Reply of Gonrnment 

The progress made by IOC in taking over port/ Airport iilstalladons· 
from private oil companies at Madras and other places is indicated below :-

(i) Royapuram Installation of CaltelC. at Madras was taken over in 
December, 1965. 

(ii) Two storage tanks from Esso's Budge Budge Installation at 
Calcutta were taken . over in June, 1968. 

(iii) Negotiations have been finalised with Esso to take over their 
Korrukupet Installation at Madras and they will now be taken. 
over formally in the next few weeks. 

(iv) Negotiations with Burmah·Shell for taking over their installa
tions at Vizag arc in progress. 

The progress with regard to taking over Aviation Filling Stations from, 
other oil companies at airports is as under :-
-"'-_. __ . __ .. , ..... -._---_. --'-'--'--- .-.. -----~-.---

A.F.S. Taken over from 

1. Amritsar 
2- Jammu 
3. Allahabad (Ramrauli) 

4. Oauhati 

S. Mohanbari 
6. Kumbhigtoln1 
1. Aprt.'\\a 

~. 1Ia\na . 

,. &ad"lrn 
to. Otarbatin 
It. Bubll~h\\M 

12. ViUjJ 

B. 8eaumJ'<: • 
14. Tril."hy 
IS. Cochin 

Esso 

Shell 

Shell 

A.O.C. 

A.O.C. 

A.O.C. 
A.O.C. 

SheD 
Shell 

• E.~ 

&so 
&so 
Esso 

_ E~o a: Shdl 

Esso 
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16. Sulur . Shell 

11. Mangalorc Esso 

18. Bclgaum Esso 

19. Rajkot Esso 

20. Nagpur Esso 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals and Mines & Metals O. M. No. 13/3/67/ 
IOC; dated 12-3-1969] 

RecommendatioD (Serial No. llA) 

It will be seen from the above figures that the trend of unit incidence 
is progressively on the incre~. The Committee are of the view that a very 
strict control over operational costs is necessary. As an example, in the 
Nonhem Branch the net under-recovery of freight jumped from Rs. 3.80 
laklls in 1964-65 to Rs. 21.70 lakhs in 1965-66 i.e., an increase of 570 
per ceot, though the sales increased only by lOOper cent. Similarly, the 
net under-recovery on account of port-price differential rose from R'S. 1.37 
lakhs in 1964-65 to Rs. 6.27 lakhs in 1965-66, i.e., an increase of 458 per 
cent. Perhaps, these under-recoveries could have been avoided ro some 
extent if the incidence of under recovery had been properly calculated and 
movement arranged in such a manner as to reduce this figure to the mini
mum. Similarly, the Committee found that a large amount of bridging 
(i.e., uneconomical transport by tank lorries instead of railway tank 
wagons) is being done in practically all the Branches, particularly in the 
Western region from Bombay. (Paragraph No. 42). 

Reply of Government 

Attention is invited to the reply given to the Recommendation at para
graph 43. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M., No. 13/3/67/10C, 
27-11-67] . 

Recommeadation (Serial No. U) 

The Committee are of the view that a very strict control over operational 
costs is necessary. H proper cost figures are available in time, the Manage
meet could take measures to prevent unnecessary expenditure on uneC0no-
mic movements or to ~uce it. For a proper and efficient exercise of 
mauapial control over the aftairs of the C\>rporation, it is very necessary 
for Ibe Management, both at the Head Office and Branch Jevtls, to have 
complete aud exhaustive data on aU the aspects of the ~rations in the 
right form. both in regard to past and projec&ed operations. 
(Paragraph 43). 
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Reply of Govenuaeat 

IOC has taken steps to improve its cost accounting. I~ is expecte4 that 
control over operational costs will tbus be further improv~. 

At the same time, it must be mentioned that under-recovery of freigbt 
often becomes inevitable. Due to operational reasons, the Railways pres
cribe a 'no tank wagon Zone'. As a resuk, movements from refineries or 
installations within a 'Specified distance (usually 75 to 150 miles) have to 
be made by road. The recovery of the price is, however. on the basis of 
the normal rail freight and this leads to under-recovery. Due to variations 
of supply/demand from time to time, out of zone movements also become 
inevitable, leading to under recovery in freight. 

The steep increase in our recovery in 1965-66 was mainly due to the 
following reasons : . 

(a) The production of the intand refineries increased substantially 
during 1965-66, as compared to 1964-65. The increased pro
duction has to be marketed in the zones beyond those to which 
products were earlier moving. In other words, the additional 
production is marketed in the more distant zones, involving 
higher under recovery. The additional under recovery will 
therefore not be proportional to the increased production or 
increased sale, but has unavoidably to be higher. 

(b) In the summer of 1965-66, there were pockets of acute shortage 
of products in various parts of the country. Normal movement 
patterns could not be adhered to and several ad hoc and 
~mergency, movements had to be made involving extra cost. 

(c) During the emergency prevailing at the time of the Indo-Pak 
conflict, several emergency movements had to be made 'out of 
zone' invOlving large under recoveries. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-67} 

Recommendation (Serial No. 13) 

The I.O.c. should plan ahead and use machines as well as modern 
scientific methods for calculation of their operational costs. The I.O.C. 
will perhaps rank as India's biggest company in terms of gross annual turn
over and as such it is necessary to discard rule-of-thumb methods and . 

switch over to modem scientifIC analysis of problem!. (Paragraph 44). 

Reply of Government 

Noted: Necessary action is being taken. 

[Ministry' of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. 13/3/67/IOC, dat~cI] 
11-9-67] 
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Further Information ·caDed for by die CoDlJDiltee. 
Specific steps taken in regard to installation of machines as well as intr0-

duction of modem scientific methods for calculation of the operational costs. 
may please be' intimated. 

[L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PV/68, dated 5-12-68] 

Final Reply of Government 
With the increase i~ business, it was decided to mechanise the account

ing procedures, as the manual accounting system could neither cope with the 
volume of accounting work, nor provide timely and accurate management 
information. i 

Ib pursuance with the decision, the Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. Market
ing Division has installed Punched Card Accounting Units at all its 
Branches at Bombay, Madras, Calcutta and New Delhi. This will enable 
the organisation to perform its basic accounting functions efficiently; to 
provide necessary management information in time; and to achieve ec0no

mies by way of more effective cost controls. 

The details of the applications which have been successfully mechanised 
are given below :-

( 1) Cash Book. 
(2) General Ledger. 
(3) Trial Balance. 
(4) Sales Journal. 
(5) Statement of Accounts to customers. 
(6) Sales Tax Statements. 
(7) Pay Roll. 
(8) Cost & Budget Statements. 

With the assistance of the Indian Oil Corporation's Auditors, an effi-
cient integrated Accounting System has been developed for both Financial 
Accounting and Management Accounting and the same is being installed. 
'This system also provides for better and scientific methods for compilation 
of the operational costs, quarterly profit & loss accounts and other returns 
for adequate budgetary control. 

To cope up with the repidly increasing work load, the Tata Consultancy 
Services were asked to study the data processing requirements of the Market-

ing Division, and to recommend a data processing complex suitable to the 
needs of the Corporation for the next five years. Their report is expected 
very soon and further action on installation of more advanced machines 
will be taken on receipt of their report. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals and Mines & Metals O.M. No, 
13/3/67-IOC, dated 12-3-1969] 
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.... 3d d_ (Serial No. 11) 

The Committ.ec suggest that the I.O.C. should obtain the specifications 
of the various types of taDk wagons in use and prepare calibration tables 
for them immediately. The Corp:>ration should also take up the matter of 
recaUbration of tank wagons, where necessary, with the Railways. F~u1ty 
calibration can also lead to wrong accounting by the depots and indicate 
gains or losses where none exist. The Committee suggest that the l.O.C. 
sbould iP into this matter with the Railways to prevent leakage and pilferage 
of oil products in transit. The Railway Board should lend their support to 
end this diminution of revenue, because in the ultimate analysis, it is the 
public money which is lost whether the I.O.C. bears the loss or the Railways. 
As such, this matter deserves serious attention of both. (Paragraph No. 57) 

Reply of Government 

Every tank wagon is not physically calibrated, nor is this feasible. At 
the time of manufacture of tank wagons, a batch of about 15 to 20 is manu
factured to the same dimenstations. 2 or 3 tank wagons are selected out 
c:l each batch at random and only these arc physically calibrated. The 
Calibration Chart thus prepared for these two or three tank wagons bolds 
good for the entire batch. This is the standard practice and is accepted by 
the Railways and aU the oil companies in India. The Railway Board have 
lent their full support in the matter. JOC at present has calibration tables 
-of all representative tank wagons of every size. The JOC has devised a 
special seal punch (in which the seal impression can be varied· at random, 
from about a dozen alternative impressions). This seal punch is kept in the 
personal custody of the Installation Manager. By this arrangement, the 
JOC is able to establish any pilferage in' transit. 

[Millistryof Pdroleltm & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/367/IOC, 
datetl 11-9-67] 

Reconaaacncllltioa ($erial No. 19) 

The Committee recommend that the JOC should standardise the service 
stations both ill regard to equipment and installations and buildings. Two 
or three standard types may be designed and an estimate of costs worked 
out for each of these types. Dc service station put up in future should 
Q)Q(orm to these standards and costs should be confined within the limits 
laid down. (Paragraph No. 61). 

RepI: of GoTCI1IDICIIt 

The Indian Oil Col'pQration have a few standard designs for Service 
Stations indicating the type of equipment to be installed and the type of 
building needc4. III most cases., tbe Services Stations conform to these 
6taIldard desigDs. 
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ln major cities, departures arc made from standard designs in some cases 
keeping in view the need for special display publicity in a highly competitive 
mafket. 

As regards the variations noticed by the Committee, the building cost 
for the Link Road Service Station at New Delhi was actually Rs. 44,212 
{and not Rs. 14,212, which is presumably a typographic~l error). Thus 
the building costs of the two Service Stations were nearly equal. There 
were many items of additional equipment in the Link Road Service Station 
such as additional Hoist, Hibuoys cabinets, Air Tower, Tube well etc., to 
cater to~tht: needs ot the heavy traffic and also the night traffic on this rood. 
The cost of equipment was, therefore, higher. 

For the two Bombay Service Stations, a detailed statement, showing the 
various items of cost, besides the buildings and giving reasons for th~ varia
tions is given in Appendix II. It may be mentioned that the station at 
Dr. Annie Besant Road was specially designed by an arChitect, as a Service 
Station with special display, large heavy canopy with special illuminations 
etc., as it is situated on one of the most important roads of Bombay. 
(Paragraph No. 61). 

[Millistry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

RecOllllhelldation (Seridl No. 21) 

Judging by the facts made' available, the Committee feel that much needs 
to be done both in regard to the availability of tank wagons and the turn 
round of wagons. The Railways shbuld make available the minimwn num
ber of tankwagons required at different bases. Estimates of annual require
ments should be worked out in consultation with the RIPMC and the deci
sions taken should be implemented fully by the Railways. Inadequacy of 
tank: wagons may lead to serious bottlenecks in the movement of petroleum 
products, which is undesirable in any circumstances, and worse still in times 
~f any emergency. The Committee haye not enquired as to the exact nature 
of the difficulties faced by the Railways in making available the required 
number of tank wagons and as such they are unable to comment on that 
aspect. If there are difficulties, they have to be overcome as no exception 
Qn be made in regard to the movement of oil products. (Paragraph No. 67). 

Reply of Government 

During the year 1966, the Railways very substantially· improVed the 
loading of tankwagons as can be seen hom the following figures : 

Loadillg oj POL ProQutts 
Year BG Loading % improvement MOLoading % improvement 

over past year ewer last year 

1%5 246,939 96,175 
1%6 292,314 18·4% 103,145 6 '8~'; 

L5LSS/69-4 
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The increased tan1cwagon loading in 1966 has to be considered in the con
text of an overall increase in the consumption of all products of 4.5%' ooly. 
compared to 1965. If despite this there were a few complaints of shortages 
during the 1966 summer ~ason, these arose due to the unusual drought 
conditions which necessitated the diversion of· a large number of tanJcwagons 
for water supply. 

2. Provision of tankwagons is made by the Railway Board in COI¥Ulfa.-
tioo with the marketing oil companies through the agency of tb,e RIPMC on 
the basis of a ooiform rate of movement all the year round. In actual 
practice, however, the demand for tankwagons is not evenly spread out 
throughout the year. For instance, the requirements during December and 
May are very heavy; and there is large scale idling of tankwagons for want 
of demnDd during the period July to September. The number of tank
wagons days lost due to idling during these months, in the past few years, Is 
iodicated below :-

TankwtJROns days lost due to absence 
of tiC'mand during '"ly to. September 
BG MG 

1964. 27.780 
1965. 28,841 

1966. 18,752 

27,597 
21,492 

11,747 

3. Tankwagons aVailability to meet peak season requirements can be 
~nsured in anyone of these ways: 

(a) the railways providing enough tankwagons to meet peak level 
requirements; or 

( b) the oil companies providing buffer storage at upcountry. loca
tions to absorb idling during slack months. 

The first alternative, if implemented, will result in even heavier idling 
during slack months. Rail tankwagons unlike other wagons cannot be used 
for the transport of general goods. Any substantial increase in capital out
lay 011 additional tankwagons. which will further inflate the heavy idling 
during slack periods, is, therefore, not considered desirable, the more so, 
siDco the additiooal need during the peak periods can be met by utilising 
the spare road transport capacity available. To meet the situation the up
country storage is being expanded in a phased manner on the lines of (b) 
above. 

4. Bottlenecks arising' out of priority given to foodgralos and defence 
requirements have not affccted the availability of tankwagons as the Rail-

wafS also live a hitm priority to the movem~nt of POL products, particu .. 
lady because these products arc required for the Defence as well as for the 
distribution of foodgrains. 

[Ministry of Pttrolt'lI1l1 & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3.'67/IOC. 
dated 27-11-1967] 
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RecollUllelldatioD (Serial No. 22) 

In regard to turn around of wagons, the Committee hope that both the 
Railways and the; RIPMC will keep a close watch and ensure that the posi
tion improves. An Efficiency Expert or Consultant could be requested to 
examine the matter and make suggestiq~ for improvement. H turn around 
efficiency can be improved even by 10 per cent, the savings and efficiency 
that can be effected will be censiderable. (Paragraph No. 68). 

Reply of ~emment 
. TIle present co-ordination arrangeh:tents for meeting the day-to-day 
requirements and for improving the tum around of tankwagoDS and for 
planning additions to the tankwagons fleet, are considered satisfactory. 
Mention may be made of some new factors, such as an increase in tA~ 
nwnber of loading points, following the commissioning of inland refiileri¢S 
and' pipeline terminals. This increase in the number of loading baSes 
creates problems. In the past, for instance, the Delhi area received all of its 
requirements from Kandla by special trains. The position now is different. 
Light Diesel Oil oomes from Barauni, where production is enough to meet 
th~ full requirements of the region extending from Calcutta to Kashmir. 
Motor Spirit and High Speed Diesel Oil come from the Pipeline terminal at 
Kanpur. Kerosene oil and Furnace oil have to be brought from Kandla, avia
tion fuels from the Gujerat refinery and special . grade products from 
Bombay. Notwithstanding these factors, efforts continue to be made to 
improve the tum-round of tank-wagons by the provision of additional faci
lities at tenninals such as multi-purpose pumps, additional pumps, expan
sion of sidings, increased storage etc. 

Since the factors responsible for unsatisfactory turn-round have been 
identified and measures have been taken to bring about an improvement. 
tbe need for referring this to any Efficiency Expert does not now ;arise. 

[Ministry of PeJ1Y!ieum&;' Chemicqls a.M. No.' 13/3/67 /~OC, 
. dated 27-11-671 

Rec:ommeodatioD (Serial No. 25) 

The Committee feel that running: dry of stocks especially in big cities is 
~!Y to create a very adverse impression on the public and would injure 
the reputation of the I.O.C. There is no justification for ibis "to happen. 
Every installation and depot has sufficient storage capacity and can' provide 
for a good margin of stocks. If movement operations are effi~ient, there is 
no reason why. storase tanks slIo\ll~ go dry at any place, at any time. 
(Paragraph 72). ' 

,R,,1y ,qf Government , 
,. I.O.C. have a fllOOedgea 'suPPly, cind Distri1>ution. Department to ensure 
'a constant flow of products to Main Installations, BPI's Depots, clc. How-
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ever occasionally there can be marginal (sporadic) shortages. of products doe 
to reasons beyond control. such as breakdown. of rail connection due - 10 
accidents, unanticipated closure of refineries. slippages in coastal aDd import 
lankers. etc. 

[Ministry of Petro/elU1I &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/ JOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

Reeo_.adadoa (SerW No. 26) 

The Committee recommeDd that there sboukl be periodical meetings of 
sales and operational personnel within a Branch and between Branches. with 
a view to exchange ideas arid experiences and effect improvements. Tbe 
General Manager of the Division should also act as the link between 
Branches and transmit ideas from one unit to the other. The Comm!tlee 
would also suggest that a keen sense of competition should be developed 
between Branches in the matter of operational efficiency aod suitable awards 
made as incentive to better performance. (Paragrapb 73). 

Reply of Govennneat 

At the Branch level, there are regular meetings of operations and sales 
staa in order to coordinate policies and programmes. Furthermore, the 
Head Office convenes meetings of Branch Managers every quarter to discuss 
sales objectives and other aJJied matters. The Managing Director, GeDetal 
Manager and other senior officers from the Head Office also tour "the 
Branches to give the latter advice and guidance on the spot. 

[Millislry 0/ Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No, 13/3j67/IOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

Specific steps being taken to instil a sense of keen competition 8DlC.JIIgBl 
branches in the matter of operational efficiency may be intimated. 

[L.s.s. O.M. No. 28-PU/68 , dated 5-12-68] 

Final Reply of Govenuaent 

An incentive scheme has been initially evolved for the purpose. Its 
·salieDt features are enumerated below :-

1. All the depots have been divided into three groups based on-"tbelr 
thruput as follOWS'": 

<a) depots having a monthly thruput of 1000 Kl. or below. 
(b) depots having a montbiy thruput between 1000 Kl and 2500 10. 

(c) depots having a monthly thruput of over 2500 Kl. 

2. The basic data for judging the performance is costjK1 of COIl-
trolable expenses i.e. expenses excluding rents, taxes, licence fees, 
depreciation and insurance. Branchwise targets for each -of the above 
three groups bave been laid down. 
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3. A depot will have to meet the following conditions to qualify for 
un award: 

(a) Cost/KL should be the minimwn within its group in the satn~ 
branch. 

(b) Cost/KL should be below the target figures : 

Group 'A' Rs. 1,000.00 
Group 'B' 
Group 'C' 

Rs. 1,500.00 
Rs. 2,000.00 

The amount will be shared by the Depot Superintendents' and their staff 
in proportion· to their basic salaries. 

Based on the experience of working of tbe scheme for the depots, the 
IGdian Oil Corporation Ltd. will be extending the same to the Installations 
and later on to the Branches also. 

" f:Hil1istry of Petroleum. & Chemicals and Mines & MetaL~ O.M. No. 
13/3/67-IOC, dated 12-3-1969] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 28-A) 

Dispassionately viewed, it is an anomaly that a citizen of Barauni haSl to 
pay more for the petrol produced at his doorstep than what a citizen of 
Calcutta has to pay for the same petrol. Apart from this, the advantage of 
locating the Refinery in an inlaild area is lost to a great extent because the 
mdustrles based on petroleum products would rather set up factories near 
POrts than near the Refineries, where the raw material is costlier. One of 
the aims of our planning is to stimulate industrialisation in up-country area& 
aDd. not merely encourage development of port and metropolitan areas like 
Bombay and Calcutta alone. The present pricing policy of petroleum is 
contrary to tbis principle of planning. (Paragraph No. 79). 

Reply of Government 

So long as the present syste111j of fixing prices oi POL products on import 
parity at the P9rts has to be retained, situations of the nature described will 
arise. The effect of the present policy of fixing prices of petroleum pro
ducts on the grov.1h of industry in up-country areas has been explained in 
the reply to recommendation (Serial No. 33) contained in paragraph 96. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3 '67 flOC, 
dated 27-11-1967] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 29) 

There is no doubt that the whole pricing structure is so complicated that 
any departure from the traditional pricing pattem is likely to have several 
repercussions. This argument, however, cannot adequately justify the pre
sent"pricing policy because it ignores facts. Having loca~d the refineries in 
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iDJaad areas. it is 0DIy proper to carry this policy to its logical conclusion. 
The altemative is to face a'l at present a wholly incongruous situation which 
can neither be supported by logic nor by argument. The three inland refi-
neries will produce more than 7 million tormes of products every year and 
it would be quite anomalous not to treat them as pricing points. How this 
should be done with reference to other Refineries and to! imports. is a matmr 
which has to be worked out by Gcm=nunent. (Paragraph No. 82). 

Reply of Govenaaent 

The question of pricing of petrolelllD products has been examined in 
detail by the Oil Price Enquiry Committee and the Working Group OIl Oil 
Prices. The present system is based on the recommcmdatioas of tbeIe bodieS, 
w~h were accepted by Government after due consideratioo., 

2. The present system of fixing prices on import parity at the ports 
provides a reasonably continuous price pattern for each product for the 
wboIe of the country and is self~regulating. The establishment of DeW 
refineries at Cochin, Madras aDd Haldia ill a recognition of the same ~ 
mic position. The inland refineries at Digboi, Gauhati, Barauni aDd 
Koyali have been fitted into the existing pattem of pricing in relation to the 
main port economic supply areas, to avoid disturbance in the' pattern of 
pricing and to promoIe the undisturbed growth of petroleum-based industries 
011 the establisfled basis. The total projected production by the end of the 
IV Plan at the inland refineries will be of the order of 7.5 million tolllleS 
against about 14 million tonnes of the existing and projected coastal re&ue
ties. As the coastal refineries will thus contribute more to the reqWremeat<; 
of the country, it is desirable that the inland refineries should be fitted into 
a system applicable to the coastal refiDeries by virtue of agreements. in some 
cases, aDd fot the generally sound reason, besides, that all the coastal refi1le-
ties are being operated 00 imported crude. It is, therefore, considered that, 
for the present, no departure should be made from the pricing basis related 
to import parity at the ports. 

[Ministry (1/ Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, 
dated 11~9-67] , 

Ret.'OIIIIIleIId (serial No. 38) 

The I.O.C. incurs losses every year on account of under recovery of 
freight. The policy of locating Ii refinery in an interior location is sound in 
principle. as it has several virtues, e.g. nearness to coosumins points thereby 
saving transport, development of areas surrounding the location etc. Today, 
however, Government's pricing policy, runs counter to the policy underlying 
in1aDd location. What is worse is that an undertaking set up by Govem
meot is burdened with the responsibility of absorbing the entire iIl-eftects of 
thi.\ policy. Viewed from another angle it is tantamount to saying that 
because three refineries have been located in interior locations and not on 
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the· coast. an annual loss of about. Rs. 4 crores will occur (when the Refiae.... 
ties go into fuJI production) and this loss will have to be borne by the public 
exchequer. 'The Committee cannot agree with this policy of Government. 
(Par,agraph No. 83). 

Reply of Government 
The under-recoveries of freight arise on account of the movement· of 

petroleum products outside the economic supply area of a refinery. In the 
present stage of the economic development of the country, no refinery can 
ensure the sale of its entire production in its own economic supply area and 
each must resort to the transfer of surplus production for sale in other areas. 
Such out-of-zone transfers involve under-recovery of freight which has. to be 
borne, as the alternative, otherwise, may be the elimination of such move
ments. aad a cut back in refinery througbput-a consequence of far greater 
economic is disadvantage in the case of IOC's three inland refineries which 
process indigenous crude. To illustrate the above point further,. the Bombay 
refineries are not in a position to se1l their entire prodUction in the hinter
land of Bombay and have to transfer substantial quantities by coast to other 
areas (e.g. Kandla, Okha, Madras. Calcutta etc.) and they have to and do 
bear the under-recovery involved in coastal transfer. Even the Digboi refi
nery. \\lith the lowest production capacity in the country, is not in a position 
to market its production in the Assam supply-area and has to transfer 
surplus production to North Bihar and Eastern U.P., on which under
recovery of freight is borne by the Assam Oil Company. These are not 
normal marketing expenses and are not and cannot be taken into account in 
the existing pricing structure, as their impact is of a fluctuating nature. 'The 
under-recoveries on freight thus arise in the case of all oil companies and 
are not peculiar to the IOC. But with the growth in demand for petroleum 
products in the economic supply areas of the inland refineries (and others, 
too) the udncr-recoverics in freight should gradually come down and even
tually disappear. 

2. The recommendations that a surcharge of Rs. 2 per tonne on selling 
prices to consumers be levied to help finance IOCs under-recoveries needs 
careful consideration. Prima jacie, this will impose a burden on consumers 
all over the country or in a limited area. The adoption of such a method 
to assist the inland re·fineries will encourage a demand by the coastal refine
nes for mitigating suitably their burden also on coastal transfers, which hao; 
hitherto been borne by such refineries. The cumulative result win be an 
overall increase in the selling prices of products. Nevertheless, the matter 
wIll be examined further. 

[Ministry 0/ Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, 
dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. JO-A) 

The Committee are not convinced by the arguments of the Secretary of 
me Ministry. Firstly, it is a well known fact that under-recoveries do take 
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p1a.ce because of bulk cOI$tal movements, bridging. movement outside the 
OQOQOSljc area, etc., which arc in the nature of "out-of.pocket" expenses. 
These are nonnal marketing expenses. and have been taken iato account by 
the OPEC and WGOP. The IOC also incurs these expenses. and these 3l'e 
quite separate and distinct from the under-recoveries incurred on account of 
the Jocational disadvantages of inlaDd refineries arising directly out of the 
pricing policy. The Committee do not understand bow the two can be 
mi~"d up. (Paragraph No. 87). 

Reply of Go.-en .... ent 

The under-recoveries referred to by the Committee are attributable tl~ 
movcments of the foJlowing type :-

(a) Bulk movement by coast of products from the refinery port kt 
other maio, ports. 

(b) Freight and bridging expenses of an extraordinary nature, in
curred on inland sales. 

2. The under-recoveries at (b) take place when, say, a consignment is 
Ilk'wed over a short distance by road instead of by rail, resulting in higher 
expenses in transportation. A movement by rail may also take place by a 
longer route due to unforeseen closure of the shortest route of supply. To 
Ulustrate. Kandbl is the nearest source of supply to Delhi, but, due to dis
~ in the railway line in the rainy season, supplies to Delhi may be 
moved, say, frotp. Bombay; involving a cost higher than that recovernble in 
the selling pricc at Delhi, based on Kandla. The incidence of under
rocoveries of the aforesaid type, has been determined on the past experience 
of the marketing companies, and duly included in the price structure. 

3. The under-recoveries at (a) do not constitute: normal marketing 
cX',pcnses, in the strict sense of the term, as such expenses are incurred by the 
refineries in making avaUabJc the relevant products at the various ports either 
to satisfy tho marketing needs of their marketing associates or because of the 
impracticability of absorbing the entire production of the refinery in its 
immediate hinterlands. As the basic ceiling selling prices of the different 
products arc presently determined on the principle of 'import parity" the 
rcfineril'S are entitled to charge for their products the notional landed cost at 
thQ respective ports. Consequently, the cost of transportation of products 

in bulk by coast from a refinery {X)n to other ports devolves on the rdiDe-
ries. Thus, such cost does not constitute marketing expense. as the starting 
point for the marketing operation is the main installation of tile marketing 
company at the port of supply, which may have been fcd by movement of 
tho products by coa.~ from a refinery port. The cost of bulk coastaf move
r&nts is thus excluc:l(d from the price structure, being an expense incurred 
b)' the I\.~ery in the interest of the full utilisation of its products. 
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4. The under-recoveries incurred by the IOCon Gauhati~ Barauni and 
Koyali products may, in a sense, be deemed to be of the same 8ature as the 
expenses incurred on bulk coastal movement, as the IOC also has to sell the 
products in other areas because of the inadequacy of demand in the proxi
mity of a refinery. Thus. in substance, the under-recoveries experienced 
bytbc JOC do not differ from the under-recoveries borne by the private oil 
companies on out-of-zone movemept by coast. If the Gauhati and Barauni 
refineries had been located on the coast instead of inland, their products 
surplus to the requirement of the hinterland to the particular coastal point 
would have been moved by coast to the other ports, in the interests of main
taining full production at the refmeries. It may be noted this disadvantage 
of Gauhati and Barauni refineries to the IOC on this account is of a transi
tory character, as the under-recoveries in freight should gradually come 
.iovm and eventually disappear with the growth of demand in the proximity 
of tho refineries. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/1OC, dated 
27-11-67] 

Recom~ndation (Serial No. 30B) 

Secondly, recovery of a fuR price for motor spirit is legitimately due to 
u.e Corporation. If it has to sell the product as naphtha at a lower price 
because of a lack of market inr motor spirit, it is a matter for sympathy. The 
approach of Government that the IOC is recovering full price for motor 
spirit and therefore, should not make too much of its under-recoveries, is 
not a corrCi:t stand. In fact, an argument can be advanced that because of 
delays in the construction of the fertiliser factories and the petrochemical 
iDdustries, the IOC is unable to sell even naphtha and has to peg the through
put of the 'Refineries at a lower level than what they arc capable of. The 
IOC incurs heavy losses on this account. (Paragraph No. 88). 

, Reply of Government 

Each refinery must ordinarily fit its production, within the limits of tech
nical feasibility, to the requirements of products in the area served by it. If 
the area requires naphtha, the same wiu have to be produced in th~ same 
way as other products like Motor Spirit, Diesel Oil, etc. 

When it was stated that the IOC is recovering Motor Spirit price for all 
of its lighter fractions, instead of seIling part of it as naphtha, the object was 
to highlight two facts as under :-

( a ) When the fertillser projects come up in ttle ar~il 6~rved by 
IOCs refineries, as they have in some cases, the Motor Spirit 
component of the lighter fractions will automatically come down 
and will not spill over into the economic supply areas of the 
other refineries. When this happens, the under-recoveries on the 
movement of Motor Spirit will come ,down. It ha<; in fact been 
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estinuUed that by 1971, there need be no under recoveries on 
the movement of MS from IOCs refineries. 

(b) Till such time as the demand for naphtha does not come up, the 
IOC bas the advantage of moving its MS production into the 
economic areas of the other refineries-an advantage wbiell is 
not available to the other refineries, which must in present con
ditions export almost the entire lighter fractions as naphtha. The 
Bombay refineries, for instance, arc not able to sell MS even in 
the city of Bombay. Since the IOC gets an advantage by selling 
Motor Spirit, it has, of necessity, to accept under-recoveries of 
freight in the process. 

III the interests of preserving. a scheme of rational movement, when 
naphtha-based industries come up, for instance, io the vicinity of Baroda, it 
wiD not be necessary to move MS from Koyali Refinery to Bombay and to 
move naphtha from Boplbay to Baroda. 
[Ministry of Petroleum &; Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3j67jlOC date. 

27-11-67.] 

~ (Serial No. 31) 

The Committee do not accept the arguments put forward by the Ministry 
against the grant .of any compensation to the to.C. for the loss it incurs on 
the undeMeeovery of railway freight. In fact they feel there is a case for 
compensating the JOC because the freight, under-recoveries arise from !be 
fact that the inland refineries have not been fixed as pricing points. (Para
graph No. 89). 

Reply of Gol'erDIeIIt 

This is covered by the reply to recommendation No. 30. 
[Ministry of Petroleum &. Clu'micals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C daIed 

11-9-67.] 

The Committee would make the following suggestion in this regard. 
Government may levy a uniform surcharge on all products so as to recover 
from the consumers the total under recovery. This it is stated would amount 
to about Rs. 2 per tODllC. This would impJy that the extra freight aDd other 
burdeDs as 8 result of the location of the inland refineries will be borne by 
all the consumers on an avenge basis. Government can then reimburse the 
actual uDder-recovery to the marketing companies from the extra collections. 

Many other solutions are possible. What is urgent1y required is to relieve 
tho IOC of the responsibility of shouldering this very heavy burden. l1le 
MiDistry of Finance aDd the Ministry of Petroleum and Chemicals. should 
CODSider this matter nnci'takc immediate actioo. (Paragraphs N\). 90-92). 
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Reply of GoverumeDt 

This is covered by the reply to recommendation No. 30. 

[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M; No. 13/3/67/IOC dated 
11-9-67.] 

RecolDOlellClation (Serial No. 33) 

1be Committee recommend that the economics of the problem of having 
uniform prices throughout the country should be worked out in detail and 
the question examined as to whether it would not be in the interest of the 
country from the point of all round national development to have such a 
uniform price for petroleum products at an early date. (Paragraph No. 96) 

Reply of Government 

The introduction of uniform prices for the whole country will require 
determination of average prices of the different products at the ports af1er 
taking into account their respective volumes as such, to which will be added 
the aU-lndia average transportation cost per unit volume for different pro-
ducts. The app1icati()n of uniform prices will give rise to a number of pro-
blems and the mechanics of operation wiII be higbly complicated becnfIC 
of the number of products involved and the different modes of tranportation 
employe4;i e.g. by rail with different gauges, by road, by coastal tankers. The 
proWems briefly are: 

(i) Periodic adjustments will be necessary of tbe over/under 
recoveries of price and/or freight experienced by the oil com
panies, for which detailed accounts will have to be maintained 
and audit provided. 

(ii) Uniform prices will be fixed on the experience of a single year. 
In an expanding economy, change iIll demand and distribution 
pattern is inevitable. This will require refixation of prices at 
yearly or shorter intervals. 

(iii) If reimbursement of freight actually incurred is assumed, the 
present built in check in the pricing structure ~n uneconomical 
movements, will gradually slacken and may pmh up the pool 
prices. 

(iv) This will entail creation of a pool fund for which resources may' 
have to be found by Governm~ntf 

( v). The distributors may concentrate on sales in areas of close 
proximity resulting in over-recoveries to the highest neglect of 
distant areas. 

(vi) The prices at the coastal towns where industry is presently 
concentrated, will increase to their detriment. 
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(vii) A Central "Seney with a larse sta1f under a Central Authority 
will be required to admjnistertbe uniform system. 

(viii) This wJU also cODtliet with the refinery ~ments uader wiIic.h 
Government has guaranteed that the private refineries will be 
allowed to establish prices not higher than import parity prices. 
The pool arrangement might result in a lower ex-refinery price 
tl1an the impon parity prices in 50IDe cases. 

'!be cost of petroleum products (or any other fuel) is only a fraction of 
the CO!It of opemtion of any industry depending on its c0m-
plexion and its nature. The economy in cost achieved by variation of the 
present structure of pricing of petroleum products may be too small to give 
any tUlip wonh the name to the growth of industry in upcountry areas. Prior 
fo the availability of petroleumfutl. coal was the most common source of 
coerB)'. The present state o( Bihar and the neighbourhood of Gauhati are 
iJ1 the coal belt, yet the ,availability of fuel and its low cost did not stimulate 
iadustrialtsation in that area either for lack of entrepreneurial skill or OIber 
ecooomic factors contributing to industrial growth. It is, therefore, doubtful 
wbcther the mere lowering of the prices of petroleum products by smaIl 
aaargins in any area will stimulate growth of industry in that area if the other 
more vital pre-reqt.lisitcs arc oot available. 

The introduction or the uniform prices for pctrolcwn products is, there:
fore, oot considered to be in the national interest. 

[Ministry of P~trole"m &: C/k'micais O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC dtzted 
11-9-67.1 

ReronuaendatiOil c;e.w No. 45) 

The Committee are not at all happy over the Produet Exchange arraDgO
ments with private oil. companies which are extmndy unfavourable to the 
I.O.C. To say that the to.C. was not in bargaining position in 1962 is not 
a satisfactory explanation. The Government of India decided to establish the 
Refineries at Gnuhati and Barauni and it is the Government of India wbich 
fixed the prices. Yet it is very strange that they decided that a Government 
of India Undertaking should bear all the losses on account of this wrong 
location while the private sector companies who sold most of the products 
of these Refineries got all the profit" OIl account of such sale. Worse still, 
this state of atTairs L" continuing even today when the I.O.C.'s so called lack 
of bargaining power docs not exist. 

The Committee do not wish to comment further on these inequitable 
arrangements. These arrangemeDts should be revised. forthwith. All exchange 

of products should be ex-Refineries and the receiving oil companies sbouId 
boar all incideuce of freipt, port-price differential and any other expenditure 
involved. (Para~ No. t 34-135). 
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RqIIy of Go.tllbiieiii4 
The Indian Oil Corporation is currently negotiating with the other oi1 

companies regarding modifications to the Product Exchange Manual. 

2. The under-r~overies of freight and of the port-price differential do 
not arise because of the product exchange arrangements nor because the 
JOC reiinerics are located inland. These would arise in any uniformly appli-
cable pricing arrangement, even if the IOC were able to sell the entire pro
duction through its own net-work. The under-recoveries arise on account of 
the inadequacy of demand in the vicinity of refineries. The private oil com
panies also suffer such 1lDider-recoveries on the products they must mOVe 
off~ore or, at times, out of zone. With the growth of demand in the vici
nity of the refineries and the emergence of naphtha based industries, the 
UDder-r~overies will come down and there would even be over-recoveries 
under similar pricing arrangement in a few years. Besides, the under
recoveries on movements from inland refineries relate to only onc aspect of 
the operations of the IOC. The position should be considered in the context 
of tbe profitability of the IOC's operations over a period of time and with 
refereDce to the overall position i.e .• including the refining operation. Suffer-
ing under-recoveries temporarily is preferable to cutting the throughPUt. of 
the refineries. 

3. The suggestion that all exchange of products should be ex-refinery 
and that the receiviag oil companies should bear the incidence of freight. 
port-price differential and any other expenditure involved is not considered 
expedient in the public interest. This may lead to a good deal of wasteful 
movement both by rail and by coastal tanker. Besides, the benefit!; wbidl 
the IOC derives from the existing excbange arrangements would be tost. 
Some of these advantages are as follows. What the IOC gives ex-refinery 
with M.1. charge (except for Motor Spirit), it receives back ex-tanker or' by 
pipeline transfer without M.I. charge. For surplus products, the lOC also 
has the advantage of asking for the products at the. port of its choice, even 
though, in the process, the coastal debits which arc unr~overed,. acc.are 
entirely to the private oil companies. 

4. For the foregoing reasons, the Government is of the opinion that 
matters should be left to be regulated by the results of TOC's current neg0" 
tiations over the Product Exchange Manual. . 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC da,ted 
11-9-67.] 

ReconuneadatiOft (Serial No. 46). 

h for the incidence of Central Sales Tax, the Committee understand 
that only the States of Maharashtra, Andhra, Kerala, Gujarat 'and Assam 
have agreed to the exemption of the tax. Appeals have been made by The 
Omtral Government to the Madras and Bihar States to grant similar exenq,.. 
tions but so far, they have not agreed. The Committee feel that as the 
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benefits to these States, they should be generous enouJh to forego their 
revenue on this account. Individually taken. the amount paid to eacll State 
might not be a big amount. but as it is only one party who is expected to 
foot the entire expenditure on this account, the burden is extremely heavy. 
fn fact it is very unfair to load the I.O.C. with this tax. 'The Committee, 
therefore, suggest that the matter should be taken up by tbe Minisuy of 
Petroleum & Chemicals with the St.1tes concerned at the Chief Minister's level 
and the States persuaded to forego this revenue. If sucb eftorts do not meet 
with success other means .should be devised to compensate the lO.C. (para-
graph No. 136). 

Repl~' of Government 

The position in respect of the State Governments concerned is as 
,foDows: 

I. Assam: 
The Government of Assam has extended upto September 1967, its n0ti

fication exempting Central Sates Tax on inter-company transactions in the 
course of intcr-State trade. 

11. Bihar &: JJ' est Bengal : 
A request for exemption from Central Sales Tax was made at tbe ~ 

Ministers' level as early as April. 1964, and in October, 1965, the .QIW 
Minister, Billar rejected our request. The Government of West Bengal bally 
rejected our request in January, 1967. It bas, therefore, been decided to 
explore alternative methods to deal with the resulting situation. 

Ill. Uttar Pradesh: 
A request was made at the Odd Ministers' level in April. 1964 for 

exemption from Sales Tax in such transactions of products that would be 
al'lilablc from the pipeline offtake points in V.P. of the B8rauni-Kanpur 
pipeline. The Government of V.P. bas granted the exemption. which, how-
ever, remains incomplete as it does not cover Motor Spirit and Superior 
Keroseoe and the offtake points at Mogbalsarai and AUahabad. The matter 
is being pursued ~ the State Government at the highest levels. 

IV. Madra..f: 
The maHer was taken up at the anef Ministers' level in August 1966. 

The Managing Director, Madras Refineries Limited has also been ~ 
tho ma\lc:r with tlw S"te GoveQUllCO~, ~ Stil~ lJoy~IUIi~llt i~ DVW ~
iDa more data to form the basis of a more detailed discu6sion with the 
Managing Director, Madras Refineries Limited. 
[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals OM. No. 13/3/67/1OC'd.aJed 

11-9-67.] 
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Reconuneadation (Serial No~ 47) 

The aim of the Government while setting up the I.O.C.· was that it 
should handle at least 50 per cent of the total imports of deficit petroleum 
products. This the Corporation has achieved. The Committee wonder 
whether this policy should oot be revised and the I.O.C. made responsible 
for all the imports except for exceptional cases where it cannot obtain the 
products easily from abroad. There are three important reasons for this :-

(i) Deficit products like Kerosene, H.S.D. and Furnace oil are 
available from rupee payment areas. 

(ii) The I.O.C. has been able to obtain certain products from free 
foreign exchange spurce.s at rates cheaper than even what has 
been paid to Russia and at far greater discounts on posted 
F.O.B. prices than what has been fixed by Government for 
import of products by private oil companies. Since all imports 
by private oil companies are to be met by release of foreign 
exchange, saving.'> on this account arc of vital importance. 

(iii) It is only the deficit products which are imported. It might be 
better if the distribUtion of these products is kept with a govern
ment undertaking in order to control the distribution system. 
(Paragraph No. 139). 

Reply of Government 

At present. India is deficit only in Kerosene and certain grades of 
Aviation Gasolene. All imports of Kerosene are alrcadybeing made through 
the I.O.C. Imports of Aviation Gasolene are also made through I.O.C., as 
far as possible; so also all imports of base lubricating oils from Rupee Pay. 
ment countries. The Corporation imports base lubricating oils from other 
sources commensurate with its share in the business, from time to time. Each 
private oil company has its own proprietary brands of lube oils and its own 
tecbi1ical formulations. It is, therefore, necessary for each company to 
import base stocks from its own sources and blend them into finished based 
grade. 
[Ministl)' of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C tklted 

11-9-67.] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 48) 

While the Committee cannot place the blame for demurrage incurred 
wholly on the 1.0.C., they cannot view ,this matter with equanimity. An 
annuat ex~nditure of Ry. 20.51 lakhs and an un-recoverable htcldence of 
Rs. 1.02 p. per tonne on imported oil is something to be viewed seriously. 
This matter deserves attention at a high level in the Marketing Division and 
.all efforts should be made to reduce the incidence of this avoidable expen· 
diture. (Paragraph No. 144). 
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Reply e( Go,. I 11_ 

Ways and means are being devised to minimise demurrage that is 
incurred. 
[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13j3/67/IOC dQ~d 

11-9-67.] 

F .................. called .... by tile Co..iltee 

Please state the specific steps taken to implement the recommendations. 
[L.5.S. O.M. No. 28-PUj68 dated 5-12-1968] 

Reply of Goftrmaent 
Several concrete steps have been taken in order to reduce the incidence 

of avoidable expenditure on demurrage incurred on tankers. 

Indian Oil Corporation has made a detailed time and motion study of 
the various operations inwlved in receiving, berthing, discharging and 
reJeaaiDg a tanker and worked out by means of charts and diagrams the 
optimum operating methods and controls to minimise tanker discharge 
time. A detailed circular has been issued for the practical guidance of all 
operatiIll ofticcn. 

In particular, the following steps have been prescribed :-

( a) The arrival and departure timings from port to port should be 
advised to all concerned very promptly. Oose liaison should be 
maintained with the agents to ensure this. 

(b) Variations in the drafts at the various ports should be checked 
on a daily basis nearer the· date of arrival of tankers. 

(c) Berthing position at the ports should be relayed to the concerned 
Installations, Branches and Head Office promptly. 

(d) The various ~er operations. involvt4 should be carried out 
within the allotted time for each item of operation. 

(e) If there is any delay in any operation beyond the allotted tinie. 
reasons should be aseertained and improvements effeCted 
wherever feasible. 

(f) Additional Suporvison during tanker operations should be 
arranged if this can result in saving of valuable tanker time. 

(g) A full report on tanker operations incorporating the allotted 
time and the actual time incurred'for each operation should be 
sent for scrutiny to the S & D Manager, Head Officer, by the 
Braoch Operations Managers with their comments. 

To ensure that the tankers are not delayed in berthing at the various 
ports, the Installations have been asked to furnish the berthing position at 
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the various ports' concerned to the Head Ofticc. Nearer the time of arrival 
of the tankers, the Installations will also furnish the informatiOn to other 
concerned Installations where the tanker is expected to call. With the aid 
of this information it will be possible to divert tankers from a congested 
port to another port depending on various other factors such as prQduct; 
usage availability, draft restrictions, etc. The economics of such a change 
in the programme are also analysed before implementing the same. 

Whenever abnormal berthing delays are anticipated at the ports, the 
Ministry is approached for according priority to our vessels, wherever feasi
ble, depending on the justification for such a. request. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals and Mines & Metals O.M. No. 

13/3/67-IOC dated 12-3-1969.] 

RecoJlllllelldation (Serial No. 52) 

The Committee are not happy about tanker diversions. If the reason is 
that tanker loadings are not according to in,dents, it appears to be a serious 
matter because the I.O.C. might get more products than it requires or it 
might get less than what it wants which might create market difficulties in 
the case of deficit products. Also to say that market eonditions vary so much 
wi~n 45 days to make estimates go wrong to such an extent as to make 
tanker diversions necessary appears untenable. If this is a fact, the Cam-
mittee would not be able to escape the conclusion that estimates are not 
made realistically, or the persons concerned are not competent. (paragraph 
No; 152). 

. Reply of Govemment 

Tanker schedules are occasionally changed, mainly for the following. 
reasons :-

( a) revision in loading schedule by the Suppliers, due to technical 
reasons; 

(b) cancellation of particular tankers or changes in their schedules, 
either at loading port or en route; and 

(c) fluctuations in net demand at the ports (Many products are 
supplied at these ports from Indian Coastal refineries, and 
imports are scheduled to supplement them. Any variation in the 
supply from the coastal refineries may call for changes in the 
import tanker schedule). 

There has been no instance in which a tanker actually reached Calcutta 
and then had to be diverted. The tanker programme is constantly reviewed 
and a revised tanker schedule worked out in advance, as soon as circums
tances warrant. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No .. 13/3/67/IOC dated 

11-9-67.] 
L5 LSS/69-5 
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-. ", ... '0kIiiI *.53)' 

. 1'be 'Committee are ~ 'w' think that the, l.o.c: is making mQ~ 
imports than is abso1utdj euemiai, espceiaDy. of 'K~. The I.oi=,. 
appears to have moreKeroseue on its hands than it' can sell: The questiQD 
arises Ii to bow fartbe 1.0.C. is implemel2tiogGovemment's policy-of 
redueiDgthe imports of Kerosene to the bateSt minimum. The Committee 
arc not convinced that the imports of Kerosene are the minimum required. 
They !lUgesl that the Govenunenl and the Corporation should have a c1nse 
)001.0 at tid. matter. (p ..... pb No. IS3). ' '" 

Reply of GoYenulleaa 
, - . .. 

Imports have been, and wiUcontinue to 'be made, only after taking into 
account that part of the demand in the country not met by internal prodgc. 
tion from time to time. In fact the deficit. ia &he coontry is assessed by 
Government and import licences issued only for the minimum quantity so 
n~~sed. 

'f7.!.lni.rtry of Petmleum '* Chemi,o/s. O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, (lilted:. 
, 11-9-67.) 

Reev- M& .... (SerIal No. 56') 

"Flam the, facts before them, the Committee caanot but conclude that the 
tnidC in' Kerosene in this COUDtry has many unpleasant aspects. Of~i, 
~roJeum ,products. kerosene is' the one commodity which is used by fNC1Y 
section of the community from the poor to the rich. Kerosene is mostly 
used Cor Jighting and as domestic fuel and for a very large section of the 
people it is a daily necessity. A fair. adequate and efficient distribution of 
Kerosene is therefore Il very important maUer and ~e in which the State or 
J..ocjt Oovernment is vitally interested. The I.O.C. being a public UDder
tnking has therefore a great rc~ponsibj)ity in ensuring that the unethical 
metbod~ and practices adopted by prjva~ parties to gain their own ends do 
not affect the community. (Paragraph No. 161) . 

...,. 01 Go" ... , •• 

. The questioa of marlcetiDg this product equitably and of minimising UD-
c&bical metboda is rece.ivina the constant attention of the management. 
Puaitm adioa is taken apiust dealers guilty of boarding or profiteering. 

{MiIfi$lry of ~"'" & CMmit:tIb, O.M. No. 13!3167/IOC. dated 
11-9-67] 

.......... (SetW No. It.A) 
The .bow facts reveal that the kerosene ratioaina system is not wotking 

wen. It i$ true that kerosene is in short supply and has to be imported 
and as sucb a rationing system is desi.rablc to ensure even distn'butioo and 
to preveat wastage. The questioft. however. is wlaetbet:: the objects under
lying rationing are ~ing fulfil1ed. There are two aspects of it. One is 
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'whethecthe publiC are getting their minimum requirementS wlthoot::miR:'b 
diOiculty and at reasonable rates. 1besecond is how far ratiODing ,tf4as 
helped in reducinJ imports of kerosene. That the public is happy is ,:'bot 
'1wItfte out by facts. That imports are the, minimum required is aJso i 'not 
.rome out by facts or otherwise tbepetroleum comparties would Dot\'~ 
having surplus kerosene ill their storage tanks which they find difficult: :to 
S\!J1. (Paragraph No. 170). ,,',' 

<!l; , 
Reply oIGovern-etlt ", ' 

The distribution of kerosene within a State and the eoforcement of Price 
~ontrol are looked after by the State Govemment concemed. There' ~are 
hardly any complaints now of shortages and it can be assumed that the 
public are getting their requirements of kerosene without difficulty. In 
most area&, kerosene. is known to have been. removed from t~ J¥t of ration
oed commodities. Even so, a watch on imports i!t maintained by the Mi~ 
of Petroleum &, Chemicals so tha.t only the minimum required quantities are 
amport.ed. ' , 

lMillistrY,of Petrl)leum & Chemico/S, O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOe, dated .. 
27-11-67]',>, 

Recommendatioa (Serial ,No. 59) 

The Ministry of Petroleum and Otemicals should e~ami~ t.b~ ke~e 
distribution system ia consultation with the State .'QovemmeQts and '",Qil 
<4tnpanies and formulate a policy whereby the public are provided witp:Ule 
minimum requirements witboutdifficulty and imports are ~uced tQ.:,the 
minimum. Difficulties as· those encountered in Bihar because <Of restric~ons 
imposed by the Government, should also be overcome by enforcing a ,unj-
:form practice throughout the country. Though the Secretary of ·the '4lnis
try of Petroleum and Otemicals stated during evidence that each . State 
should decide for itself what allowances it should allow. the Committee' feel 
that it would be better for th~ Miniitry' to decide the matter and issue o'r~rs 
lor enforcing uniformity in all the States. Such uniformity can cure several 
,ills that exi<,t today and which are affecting the economy. (Paragraph No. 
171). 

Reply of Govet'lllllellt 
A close watch is being kept by the Ministry of Petroleum aDd Chemicals 

'OIl the monthly production, imports and despatches of Kerosene, so as: to 
'ensure that imports are reduced to the minimum and shortages dt' not d~-

lop in any area. 11ae monthly quota fixed for each State/Ierritory 1s 
:adequate to meet normal requirements even during the peak season.· 

Distribution within the States is to be looked aft~ by e~h ~te in the 
light of the different conditions at different places. The Central Coritrolon 
prices is Jimited to suppJies ex-Companies· Storage points. The Ministly of 
Petroleum and Otemicals is not in a position to investigate or lay down the 
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charaes recoverable by agents/retailers on their &ales, as the operating CODdi-
tiens vary from place &0 place. No uniformity in !be matter is possible as 
the quota of the various charJCs can be determined ooly by the local 
authorities on tho basis of local factors. However. without attempt.in& to lay 
down standard cbarses on an all-Iodia basis, in some instances where the 
cbarges allowed appeared to be prima facie eKeSsive, the State Govern
ments were advised of the experience in the other States aad where charges 
appeared to be low and the State Governments sought their upward revi
sica, they were permitted to do so in their discretion. Thereafter, no com
plaints have been received on this score. 

[Millistry of Petroleum & Che.mica/s O.M. No. 13/3/67 flOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Rerow'M1IdIIdoa (SeIW No. 6%) 
There are a few: vital facts which have to be bome in mind in regard to 

fho production of LPG. 
( 1) It is a modem type ot fuel and economical to use. It saves the 

housewife a great deal of the chores inherent in the use of conventionat 
domestic fuels like firewood, coal and kerosene, for there is no grime, 
smoke and dirt. It has, therefore. a greater attraction and should be easy 
to sell, !lpecially in urban areas. In view of the difficulty of getting conven
tioaa! fuels and the need especially to economise on the use of Kerosene, 
which is imported to a great extent, it is vital to popularise other forms of 
domestic fuels. LPG being cheaper than say electric bot plates, an all out 
drive for boosting its sales should be undertaken. The saving in foreign 
exchange to the extent that LPG can replace superior kerosene as a domestic 
fuel, will itself be a significant amount. Popularisation of the use of LPG 
wiD, therefore, be in the national interest. 

(2) If more LPG is made. the cost of production would come down. 

(3) If LPG is not made, the gases are wasted. At present most of the 
gases are used as refinery fuels (for which cheaper substitutes elln be used) 
and the rest is just flared. (paragraph No. 181). 

Reply of GovemJllellt 
Noted. 
Indian Oil Corporation have an ambitious programme for marketing of 

L.P O. However, the bottleneck has been the availability of cylinders. 
1bd question of obtaining the right type o£ steel for the manufacture of cylin
ders has been discussed with the steclplants and useful result has been 
obtained. This will enable IOC to market L.P.G. on a much larger scale 
than hitherto. 

Similarly. the marketing of L.P.G. at the other refineries has been in-
creasing and will. it is expected. grow further with greater available facili
ties for distribution to domestic and industrial consumers. 

IMi,riSiry of Pt"trolelun d: Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3 ;67110C. dated 
t 1-9-67] 
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RecGIIUIIeIIdati (Serial No. 61-A) 

The Committee feel that this is a conservative approach to the problem. 
Firstly, the Committee cannot appreciate why in a matter like this the help 
of a Government Department is taken to conduct a demand survey. A 
Government Department is hardly equipped for undertaking such a market 
survey. Secondly. it is not known why an assurance by the A1isam Govern
ment has been laid down as condition precedent for increasing production. 
(Paragraph No. 184) 

Reply of GovernmeD' 
The L.P.G. demand survey was conducted by Indian Refineries Limited 

(now the Refineries Division of the Indian Oil Corporation). The help of 
the Government Department was taken only to the extent of collecting 
factual and statistical data relating to a number of households, etc. 

An assurance from the Assam Government was sought in the context 
of the proposal to appoint the Assam Gas Co., (3 Government of Assam 
Undertakings), as IOC's LPG distributors in Assam. 

Tenders received for the setting up of necessary facilities for the produc
tion of LPG at the Gauhati Refinery are expected to be finalised very 
shortly. Once the production starts, LPG production can be stepped up to 
meet the market demand. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC. 
dated 11-9-67] 

RecommendadoD (Serial No. (3) 

. The L.O.C. should accept the marketing of LPG as a challenge to its 
abilities of salesmanship and gOt ahead with its plans. Due to the pioneer
ing efforts of Bunnah Shell and the I.O.C.'s own efforts in the Eastern 
Region, L.P.G. has become j>opl,llar with the public. It is the I.O.C.'s task 
now to forge ahead in a vigorous manner. 11te Committee are unhappy to 
note that each of the five; refineries propose to convert only a small percen
tage of their potential to LPG. The Committee feel that the I.O.C. should 
expand it.. production. (Paragraph No. 185). 

Reply of Govemment 

There is no difficulty' in increasing the production of L.P.G. at the public 
sector refineries to meet the rising demand, but this is dependent upon the 
availability of LPG cylinders. At the end of June, 1967, tlie IOC had 
only about 31,000 cylinders and 18,272 customers. Sales in June, 1967, 
therefore amounted to only 294 Kls, as against 159 KIs during June, 1966. 

The difficulties· in the way of a rapid expansion of sales are the non-avail
ability of a suitable quality of steel in adequate quantity and restricted free 
capacity for the fabrication of LPG cylinders. Every effort is being made 
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to establish the production of the, requisite quality of steel at the steel plants; 
in the country; and indigenous availability is being supplemented by imports 
to the extent possible. The Corporation has also taken vigorous steps for 
developing additional capacity for the fabrication of cylinders. 

[Ministry of Petroleum d: Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Rec:oauaendatioo (Serial No. 65) 

The Committee found that adequate attention had not been paid by the
Marketing Division in regard to the procurement of steel plates in time for 
tho storage tanks at Kanpur, Mugalsarai and Patna. Even according to the 
revised schedule. the pipeline should have been completed by April, 1965 
and if the installations were to be completed simultaneously, it would have
been necessary to make arrangements for the procurement of steel at least 
by January, 1964. Instead, the Marketing Division seems 10 have moved 
in ,the matter only in January, 1965. The H.S.L. were unable to make the
supplies because the work did Dot get any top-priority treatment in the 
matter of !lice} supplies. This matter was realised only in late November. 
1965 and the Ministry of Iron and Steel was approached for the issuance
of sanction for high priority allotment of steel. The Iron and Steel Con
troller issued this sanction within a fortnight of the request by the I.O.C. 
~ Committee feel that such a priority should have been obtained at least 
in May. 1965 when it was known that tho supplies were likely to be de)ayed~ 
That this was not done would indicate lack of vigilance 01\1 the part of the 
oflicers incharge of the Project. (Paragraph No. 190). 

Reply of Go-tea __ t 
,Noted. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated' 

11-9-671 

I 
Further Information caRed for by the CoDUDiUee 

Please indicate the present position in regard to procurement of 
PJa~ for storage tank!; at Kanpur, Mugbalsarai aDd Patna. 

[L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PUI68. dated 5-12~8] 

FInal Reply of Government 

Steel 

Erection of main storage tanks at Kanpur, Mughalsarai and Patna ins-
tallations has nlready been completed and the tankages attbese illStallatiom 
wtrt. commblioncd on the dates mentioned against each Installation below : 

Kanpur 31-3-1967 

,', Mugbulsarai 3-10-1966 
Patna 1-10-1966 

[!t!;nistry Of Perm1eum d: <""emicals and Mines d: Metals, O.M. No. 
I3/3/67-IOC, daled 12-3-1969] 
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. RecowJwendadoa (SerW No. (i6) 

: The Committee cannot help remarking adversely about the I.O.C. and 
the Railways in the manner in which that two cases relating to the Kanpur 
and Allahabad Railway sidings have been handled. The initial selection of 
the'sites both at Kanpur and Allahabad was done with the participation of 
the: Railway authorities and the Railways should not have agreed to- the 
proposals unless they had made a full analysis .of all the problems: involved 
in this ~ard. To have gone back on their original agreement after ::H~0il
siderable lapse of time was regrettable. From the facts made available~ it 
appears that there had been 00 proper co-ordination between the . I.O.C:, 
and the Railways. If only the officials concerned in the IOC had discussed 
the$e matters personally with the Railway officials at the proper time,and 
sorted out all the problems, these difficulties and consequential delays would 
nQtibave arisen. It looks as. if this matter was carried .on by routine cor
respondence most of the time which was unfortunate. (Paragraph No. 193), 

Reply of Government 

At the outset, it may be stated tha~ the commissioning of the Pipeline 
terminals at Allahabad and Kanpur was not put of!' for want of rail siding 
facilities. There has also been no dispute regarding the selection of sites 
for these terminals. A good deal of discussion, thought and coordination 
were, however, necessary to determine the extent of these facilities._ 

2. At AUahabad, it was at one stage thought that the provision of rail 
s'iciing facilities for only 3 tank wagons daily may not be justifiable. the 
m<?te so in view of the Railways' operating problems in moving this t{affic 
fromSubedarganj, the Yard serving the Pipeline terminal, to StilOa. viO 
Allahabad and Naini. This very short lead involves the traffic passing 
thrOugh. two i.Qlportant marShalling yards, Allahabad and Naini. ,The tum':'" 
roti~d time for this 'short lead would normally have been quite hi~.· On 
the former consideration alone, i.e. the meagre traffic, rail facilities aithe 
Pa~a: and Mughalsarai terminals were not provided. 

3. The original proposal of having a rail siding waS therefore, not pursu
ed. In the meantime, a fresh appraisal was made of the problems ~ the 
Railways as well as by the IOe and it was found that bY' special arrange
ments, including the minimisation of the cost of rail facilities; these facilities 
would appear to be justified. Once this decision had been taken, actual 
ra,iIfa~ilities were provided ahead of the target date . 

. ·4. The problems at the Kanpur (Panki) pipeline terminal were . not 

qWtesimilar, but needed much closed study of various--a1iernative~ -The 
rail- sittiog c~1d hava taken off from the existing K.anpur Electric Supply 
Authority siding. A second proposal was to bring the siding from the lulli' 
marshallJDg yard into the pipeline terminal .. This would have savedexPen
diture on setting up supporting liues and yard facilities at Pankistation. 
A third proposill was to take off a siding from Panki station itself into the 
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terminaJ. A fourth proposal was to set up fiHiBg points adjoining the rail
way track and thereby save the expense of taking the rail track into the 
pipeline terminaJ. At Panlci station itself. there were many locatioos from 
which to choose. 

5. By a process of elimination and by actually surveying and estimating 
the coSt of facilities under the various alternatives, the conclusion. was 
rcached that the best arrangement would be to provide loading facilities 
adjoining the nil track at Panlci statioo. In all these studies, consultation 
with cbc Municipal Corporation, KaDpur State PWD, Electricity Board and 
others was necessary. Even in the Railways, on account of electrification 
works ill progress OD this section, the matter had to be investigated by seve
ral dCP.Ar1JlleDts-Electrical, S~I, Civil Engineering, TrarisportaliOn, PIan
Ding and the Commercial Departments. The Railways had alSo to weigh 
each proposal in. the context of the developmental plans for rail facilities 
around PanIci station, where many new industries, including a big fertiliser 
project, are due to come up. Finally, time was taken over land acquisition. 
But once the final plans were approved, the works progressed smoothly and 
weco completed ahead of the schedule .. 

[Ministry of Petro/~lIm & Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
27-11-67J 

R~ (Serial No. 67) 
If the Barauni Refinery had gone into production as scheduled there 

would have been no end to the difficulties in transporting products because 
of the delay in the Commissioning of the pipelines. Even as it is, there 
have been considerable difficulties in the matter of transport because of the 
shortage of tank wagons in Eastern India. In view of the vital importance 
of thi!# project and the bearing it had on the completion of the Barauni 
Refinery. there is no justification for the delay in. the completion of the 
installations and the Railway sidings at the four cities, in time. The Com-
mittee hope that greater care will be exercised by the top management in 
ensuring that the various departments under it work according to schedule. 
Where the completion of one project is inter-linked with another, synchro
nisation should. be ensured so that the working of the I.O.C. is not hampered. 
(paralfaph No. 194). 

Reply of GovenuaeDt 
Noted. 
It may be mentioned that the increased production from Barauni Refi

nery sbouJd DOt have by itself created any rail transport problem, as such 
iDerease would have conespondiDgly replaced movements from Calcutta. 
The ~uisite tank-wagons would have in that case been tnulsferred from 
Calcutta base to Barauni. 1b.is would have meant a reduced lead for the 
tmlli<: moving from Barauni, vis-a-vis similar movements ~ Calcutta. 

[MiniS1ry of P~,roI~"", & Chemicals, OM. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dat~d 
11-9-67] 
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RecoIIlmelldation (Serial No. (8) 

The Committee are not happy over the delay in the completion of the 
Barauni-Haldia pipeline project also. The completion of the pipeline and 
the installations has been delayed, and there is hardly any purpose, in finding 
excuses. The entire $tafI engaged for the constructioo of project have been 
there since the beginning and they have to be paid, whether usefully 
empk>yed or not, for the entire period taken in the completion of the 'pro
ject. There have also been considerable difficulties in the movement of 
products from Barauni to Calcutta for want of adequate· DtUDber of . tank 
wagons.· It is also well known that the to.C. has been incurring under 
recovery of freight for all the products moved from Barauni to Calcutta. 
If the pipeline had been constructed and products moved to Maurigram by 
this line considerable financial savings. would have accrued to the I.O.C. 
though not particularly to the Marketing Division. . The Marketing Division 
would have benefited from a quick and unhindered moVeJDent of products. 
In view of these advantages there was no justification for delaying the pipe
line project. The Committee hope that it would be possible to complete 
this pipeline without further delay. (Paragraph No. 198). . 

Reply of Government 

Noted. The pipeline and related facilities have since been completed 
but it has not been possible to commission the pipeline because of pending 
Court proceedings. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 
11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. (9) 

The Committee hope that the Marketing Division will take adequate 
steps in time to ensure that there is no difficulty in the movement of pro
ducts from Cochin. The economics of a pipeline to Coimbatore should 
also be worked out. If this will solve the transport difficulty, early action 
should be taken to proceed with this project. 

As regards the Cochin-Coimbatore, and the Madras-Bangalore piPelines 
the Committee were glad to hear that the pipes for the pipelines are now 
produced by the Hindustan Steel Ltd. Only pumps need to be imported 
from abroad. This being so, there should not be much difficulty in cons
tru~ting the pipelines if they arc found to be economically feasible. (Para
graphs No. 199-200). 

Reply of Government 

The I.O.C. has already arranged two tankers for moving the Cochin 
Refinery products to other ports on the east coast. Besides this, the Rail
ways have provided enough tankwagons for moving the products by rail. 



The feasibility and economic:s of pipelines for the IIlOvemenl of Cocbin 
Refinery products are under study by! the Indian on Corporation. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M., No. 13/3/67/1OC, 
daled 11-9-671 

. ~ioD (SerIal No. 70) 

It will be evident from the figures of profitability of the Pipelines Pmject. 
that the Pipelines will be considerably profitable to the Pipelines Division,. 
especially when the volume of product.4I handled is tbe maximum possible~ 
However, the Marketing Division does not derivCl any benefit in costSj due to 
the pipelines. In view of the fact that the Marketing Division incurs COtt-
siderabJe loss d.., to the location of Gaubeti aDd Barauni Refineries, the 
Comniittee feel that the rates charged by the Pipelines Divition sbouId be' 
Jess thaa the railway freight. 1ft short, the financial advantages of the 
pipeJinessbouJd be reflected in the accounts of the Marketitg Di~ion fa. 
some extent even though it might be argued that it is ultimately the Corpora
tion that stands to beneftt from this. (Paragraph No. 202). 

Reply CJf Govemment 

In the existing scheme of pricing of oil products, the cost oC transport by 
rail is built into the ceiling price charged by the marketing companies, 
There is. therefore, no compelling reason to afford to the5e companies an 
additional benefit from out of the economies of pipeline transport. It is 
nec:essary fint of aU. to ensure that the investment on the pipelincs yields 3D 

adequate return. If and when this is assured. the recommendation m,ade 
here can be considered. 

[Mi"i.rtry 01 Petro/elfin" Chenlict1i3 OM .. No. 13/3L67 flOC. 
elated 11-9-67] 

Recoatmeadatioa (Serial No. 73) 
If only the l.O.C. bad realised its dues from the customers in time, it 

would not have been necessary to resort to such heavy overdrafts and' iacur 
such coloual expenditure on interest charges. While these interest ch~ 
were being paid by the Marketing Division they were inclined to look upon 
their debtors with a certain amount of indulgence and aUowed ~ interest. 
free cred.... The financial management in the I.O.C. was far frefn sat&fac-
tory. They hope that the recent trends for the better will continue. (P:lra:.. 
grarh 'No. 2 t 5). 

Reply of Go¥C!l'lll8ent 

Effons for improvement are being intensified . 

. (Minislry of Pelf'(;leum &; Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/6'l/1QC.. 
dOled 11-9-61J. 
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f.uJCber 1Bf0llll8Ci0a called for by .~ . ColBJDittee 
• .:. ... -' • • p ." • ~. -' 

.' Please state the ipeCific steps .takento iIIlp1ement.the reoomme.odatio1ls. 
. .. . [W.s. O.M. No.28~li/68. dl;.tei S-12~6'~] . ,-

Final Reply Of Govenuaeat 

In the oil marketiDg trade, giving of credit and some tiaue-lag In collec
tion is inevitable. Such credit gets reHected in the working capital . needs 
from Indian Oil Corporation. As has already been pointed out in reply to 
the detailed questionnaires of the Committee, Indian Oil Corporation's work
ing, capital is much Jess than the norm considered reasonable by the· Oil 
pqc~ Enqulry Committee. 

It is not the normal practice in the oil industry to charge interest oq 
overdue outstandings. The general conditions of recession and scarce 
money which prevailed in the industry together with the increasing produc
tion of petroleum products in the country also made the grant of interest 
free credit more or less inevitable. However. efforts are always made to 
c::oI1cct money in time by giving su~h iDducements to customers as prompt 
payment rebate etc. Due to competitive reasons, it has not been practicable 
fot Indian Oil Corporation to charge interest on overdue outstanding<;. 

To reduce outstandings, Ipdian Oil Corporation has taken special steps 
like fixing definite targets for coJlccrlon by the Branches and the field: 
o.t1ic:erS, review of specific outstandings from customers at periodical check 
up inee~ by~edior o~cers and institution of special drives for colleCtion .. 

. -fMi,;;stry ofP~/rvlemn & ChemzCals and Mines & Metalf D.M. No.-
:, " 'J3/3/67-tOC, dated 12-3-1:969] -

Recommendation (Serial No. 75) 

A suggestion has been made that the D.G.S. & D. should agree to decen
tralise the payments thrQUgh ~eir~ay & AccounlS Officers at Bombay, 
Calcutta, Delhi and Madras instead 01 at Delhi alone. This would save the· 
time .. in routing the. bills through Delhi and also in answering objections
raised by }'Jay & Accounts Officers. The Committee suggest that D.G.5. &0. 
sbouJd consider this matter urgently in· order to decentralise payments
preferably with effect from the next financial year. (Paragraph No. 226), 

Reply of Government 

'Noted. The suggestion is being' examined by the D.O:S.i.D. ilt 
coDsuttation with the Chid Pay & Accounts Officer (Department Of 
SuPPlY). 

[Ministry of Petroleum &. Chemicals. O.M. No, 13/3i67/IOC, dated 
27-11-671 
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F ..... IaIoi ...... caW for by die Cenn5Cfee 

Whetber D.O.5. & D. have iDformed Indian Oil Corporation the results 
of examination to decentralise their payments through the Pay and Accounts 
Officers at Bombay, Calcutta, Delbi and Madras instead Of at Delhi aIoDe and 
if so, what is the present position? 

[L.s.s. OM. No. 28-PU/68 dated 5-12-68] 

...... Reply 01. Got.- =-
This had been carefully examined by the Department of Supply in CODSul

taboO with the Chief Pay It. Accounts Officer, New Delhi, butJn view Of the 
various administrative difficulties, it has not been comidered feasible to 
decentraUse payments. M/s. Indian Oil Corporation are being informed of 
dUA decision by the D.O.S. & D. 

[Ministry 01 Petroleum &: Chemicals and Mines &: Metals, O.M. No. 
J3/3/67-10C, dated 12-3-1969] 

Recoauaendadon (Serial No. 78) 

During the coune of their evideDC~ lclore the Committee, the officers of 
the l.O.C. made the following suggestions for improvement in regard to 
billing and payment for D.G.S.&.D. supplies :-

(1) Delay in extension 0/ contract by D.G.S. &D. 
An obligation should be impo&:d on the indentor/consignee that they 

should write to the D.O.S, & D. authorities for extension of contract wen in 
time. Now-s-days mere confirmations are made by indentors after the sup
Jies have actually been made, and payments are delayed tiD the D.O.S. It D. 
issues extension sanction after receipt of the confirmations. 

(2) Amt'ncimenls to contracts 
The average time taken for is's~e of Ameodm:ots to contracts is between 

6 to 8 weeks. 10 many cases the time taken was 6 to 8 months. This time 
]~ should be reduced. H D.G.S. " D. do not issue the necessary amendments 
within a prescribed time limit. the Pay and Accounts Officer should be 
authorised to pay the bill 8p-inst indemnity to be tendered by the I.O.C. The 
I.O.C. shall ~ bound to refund ~ amount to th~ P.It.A.O. if the necessary 
amendment is not issued at a later stage. 

(3) Cht'q"es in Salu Tax 
At prescnt the J.O.C. is required to forward a copy to the Gazette 

notification intorporatin~ t~ ~ in the Sales Tax alODlWith each reqnest 
lor amendment to the Rate/Running contract. This procedure can be 
simplified, There is already a Sales Tax Cell in the D.G.S.&.D. who should 
be able to obtain a copy of the rebvant Government notification and circulate 
it to all the Branches concerned in their office. The lO.C. can merely 
quote the number and date of such notifications. 
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(4) Supplies from alternate sources 
The nonnal sou~ of supply is indicated in a contract but sometimes 

supplies have to be made from. a different sourcc due to non-availability· of 
wagons. products etc. This. however, is to be provided by an amendment 
to the contract. As this docs not alIect the price of the product, there should 
not be any delay in issuing the amendment as soon as a request for it is 
received, as this is a mere forn18lity. 

(5) Freight 
The contract provides for the payment of notional Railway freight from 

the normal source of supply of destination and on production of proof of 
cash receipt under which the freight was paid. The payment to Railways is 
however made through Railway Credit Notes and it becomes difficult for 
the I.O.C. to produce cash receipts in support Of its claims. The Ministry 
of Finance may be requested to issue tb.! nec~ary concurrence for passing 
the bills on the basis of certificate by the I.O.C. that the R.ailway freight 
charged in the bills was in fact paid to the Railways. 

(6) Emergent supplies 

In some cases supplies are affected without supply orders at the request 
Of indentorsl consignees under emergent circumstances. An obligation 
should be placed on the part of the indentors/consignees to issue a supply 
order without delay. This obligation should form part of the nonnal 
proo:!dure laid down by the O.G.S.&.O. 

The Committee feel that the above suggestions deserve favourable 
consideration by the O.G.S.&.O. They suggest that a Committee of officials 
of the O.G.S.&.O. including tre Pay and Accounts Officer, and the I.O.C. 
should be constituted to go into the whole question of billing and payment~ 
and recommend ways and means of simplifying the entire procedure in onfer 
to expedite both billing and pa~nt. Efforts should be made to eliminate 
all cumbersome and unnecessary requirements and make the proceduro 
streamlined and efficient. (Paragraph No. 234-35). 

Reply of Government 

The suggestions have been examined and the action taken or the views 
of Government on various points are indicated below: 

t. J)elay in extension 0/ contract by D.G.S.&:.D. 
D.G.S.&.O. have issued strict instructions to the indentors asking" them 

to send their confinnation or otherwise regarding extensions of contract 
periOd well in time, at least 1 month before the contract expir~s.! On r~ 
of indentor's intimation, amen~ments will re issued by the D.G.S.&.D. within 
the shortest possible time. 
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2 .. Amendments to contracts . ~ '. "_~'t ~'.~ ,"'~' .. : -... :~. ~.' ..... f -

Ace«diDg to the D.G.8.&.D. the average time taken in the issUe of 
ameadntetits .is betweeil 2 to4weeks and ev~ shorter if no back.. referei!ice 
is '~. . If t~ is anydeJay or bola-up for any reaSon, I.O.Can 
bring the same to the notice or the higher officers in the D.G.S.&.D., (1[; the 
Department of Supply. The question Of IOC producing iDdemnitybond 
would arise only where there i~ a valid. reason for the hold-up of tankers, 
which cannot be sOrted out within a reasonable time. 

3. Chan.Res in Sales Tax 
~ing to the latest proo:dUle~ no amendments. to the contracts are 

~ary llnd P&AO will pay sales tax as applicable to the. co.tracts with 
lOC, if supplies are complet¢ during the validity of the contracts. ·If 

CJLf,eoaiQll is grcmtedto the IOC with the standard denial clause, IOChas to 
approach .the O.G.S.&.O. and Salcs Tax is allOWed if it is fOUnd that IOC is 
~ tG bianlefor delay in sUpplies. 

4. Supplies from alternate sources 
If the alternative sourO! of supply docs not change the price structure, 

therc will be no delay in the issue of amendments, but when the a1ternative 
sourt'e atroctS' price, a back reference becomes ne~essary and this delays 
the Issue of the amendment. 

S.F.reight 
In the case of POL supplies ex--IOCs inland refineries the contract 

provides for p8ym.!nt on notional rate freight from the normal source of 
supply to the destinations. Despatches ex-these refineries are made on 
freight p~paid or freight to pay basis. In the former case, JOC an: to pay 
the freight while in the latter case, the freight is: to be borne by the indentors. 
Ymal adjuStment is therefOre, necessary in both tbe cases on the basis .of 
notional rotc of freight. In view of. IOC's inability to produce documentary 
evideDce irl support of their claimfor freight (actual or notional) due to the 
fact that freight is paid through Railway Credit Notes, IOC's suggestion for 
acceptance of notional or actual freight on the bask of their accountants' 
certificate is beinJt examined in consultation with the Chief Pay & Accounts 
.officer (Department of. Supply) and the Ministry of rmance. 

·6. EmBft'"' SuppUe.r . 
Necessary action is being taken to issue strict instructionS' to the indentors 

to i&$\l; ~lIpply ord;~ l\ ;1ipNtiowJy il~ poosiblc. 
The suggestion to· ~ up a Committee to go into whole question of 

biUing and payment and recommend ways and means Of simplifying the 
com procedure will be taken up after watching the progress in the matter 
in the next few months. 

[Millistry of Petrol~unl &: ChemiCal., O.M. 13/3/-67 /lOe, da~d} 
27-11-67] 
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RecolHlCndation (Serial No. 83) 

. The Committee wonder who~ther it is a wise policy to bring Accounts 
Officer&.of. Goveriunent to the posts of Accounts Officers in d,t~ Branches ·of 
I.O.C. for a few years on deputation basis. By the time they get to knov.' 
intricate problems' of comm~rcial accounting, specially of the petroleum 
industry, and did something practical to improve matters, they Foold· be 
sent back to their parent services. Further, a deputatLonist would find it 
difficult to solve the problem of arrears or of ever increasing sales,like a 
person· trained in .commercial practic~s, in view of the fact that . their· 
experience is confined generally to non-commercial accounting in Govemm~nt 
Offices.' (Paragraph No. 245). 

Reply of GoverlWlelit 

Officers on deputation from Government have by and large worked very 
satisfactorily. It was found necessary to obtain the services of such officers 
because of the rapid expansion Of the business «the I.O.C. and the difficulty 
of recruiting experienced and qualified pcrsonnd from the open market. The 
I.O.C. ill' now developing its own cadre of accounting specialists and, in 
course of time, may not req~ire the serviCes of deputationists. ' 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals, O.M. No. 13/3/6; /IOC, dated 
11-9-67]. . 

Recommendation (Serial No. 84) 

Th~Committee feel that the functions of Financial Controller· and 
Accounts Officer in the Branches should be bifurcated. For the pos.t of 
Accounts Officers, experienced and qualified per!>ons with sufficient training 
in dealing with accounts of petroleum Companies should be givl~n preference. 
(Paragraph No. 247). 

Reply of GOl'emment 

For the post of Accounts Officers in the Head Office as well as in the 
branches, I.O.C. has several experienced and qualified pt;rsons, manY of 
th~m with knowl~ge and experience Of accounting in petro1eummar~ng 
comptPlies. 

As far as' the I.O.C. is' aware, in many public', sector undertakings and 
commercial firms of repute including the foreign oil companies, the' top 
financial officers have ov.:rall re5poD:libility for financial Md accounts'matters; 
this is inevitable because the two functions are closely interlinked. In the 
I.O.C., the Orief Accounts Officer is primarily responsible for the prop:r 
maintenance of accounts and works under the overall control and direction 
of the Financial Controller. This arrangement has been found ge~rally 
satisfactory.' . 

[Ministry of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C dated 
11-9-67]. . 
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~ (Serial No. 90) 

The staffing pattern of the Braacbes does not appear to be uniform. The 
Committee recommend that the Head 0fIice should work out Dorms for 
various categories of staff based on the experience of Branches and the 
staffing pattern of private companies. These norms should ~ linked to both 
volume of business and expenditure on 'Staft' compared to .total sales value. 
Such nonas should be applied in a uniform manner in all the Branches and 
constant etIortsshould b: made to increase staff efficiency by comParing 
inter Branch performance and encouraging a keen sense of competition. The 
Head Office should also frcqu~t1y review the position of staft' in the Branches 
and ensure that staff productivity at all levels is maintained a.t a high level. 
For thi~ purpose it might be useful to devise a mathematical formula whereby 
number and ex~nditure arc related to sales and the result expressed ~ a 
ratio or a whole figure. (Paragraph No. 262). 

Reply of Go\'ermaeat 

A diri..."Ct correlation between the volume of sales and the staff. employed 
may not always be possible, as this would not take into account the fact that 
problems of distribution of products vary from Branch to Bruch and from 
product to product. The areas covered by the differe~~ branches are not 
uniform. AIs'O, the Western Branch and the Eastern Branch ha~ more 
Refineries and Port Installation~ within their jurisdiction and these two 
Branches despatch most of the supplies to the Northern Branch and a part 
of the supplies to th: Southern Branch. Hence the staff needed in the 
Western and Eastern Branches is higher than in the Northern and Southern 
Branches. 

[Mi";stry Of Petroleum &: Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC dated 
11-9-67]. 

Recoauaeadation (Serial No. 104) 

'fhe Committee understand that expensive diaries are printed and distri
buted every year. While diaries and calendars are useful publicity media~ 
thele is no room for excessive expenditure on this account, even if the inten
tion is to match the Quality of the private oD companies. A look into the 
circulation list of houses journal could result in some economy. (Paragraph 

No. 29~). 
Reply of Govenuaeat 

Noted. Tb\! actual expenditure on diaries etc. was about Rs. 5.26 lacs. 
:is 8l!ainst tile eiitimated expense of Rs. 8.26 lacs. Calendars are issued to 
dealers at a subsidised rate and diaries are sold to dealers at full cost for use 
by them as a mean .. of sales promotion, in line with the practice in the oil 
industty. 



The actual clfculation of the houseiournal is about 10,000. The circu
lation list includes IOC's employees, (in all the Divisions), the dealers and 
distributors and newSpapers. This list is being constantly reviewed. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C. dated 11-9-671 

Recommendation (Serial No. 10~) 

The Committee recommend that where the Life Insurance Corporation 
of India construcl'~ new buildings which are to be leased for office accommo-
dation, first preference should be given to Public Undertakings, and it is only 
after their needs have been met, that private firms should be rented accom
modation. The rents to· be charged from such public undertakings should 
-be based on a formula to be worked out by the Government of India and 
the L.l.C. and not the market rcnt. This formula may take into considera
tion the value of the building and the city where it is located. This will savc 
the necessity of each public undertaking trying to construct a building of its 
own. (Paragraph No. 300). 

Reply of Government 

It is understood that other things being equal, the L.I.C. would be glad 
to give preferrncc to the Public Undertakings in leasing accommodation. The 
L.I.C. must, however, charge market rents for accommodation thus made 
availabk; the charginJ! of any lower rents is not regarded by the L.LC. as 
justified, consistently with the need that it (the L.I.c.) also run on com
mercial lines. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-67] 

Recommendation (Serial No. 110) 

Efforts should be made to locate all the I.O.C. offices· in a city under the 
same roof. Proliferation of offices is not conducive to economy or effi
ciency. (Paral!;raph No. 302). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67/10C, dated 11-9-6;] 

Further Information called for by the Committee. 

''''hat concrete l)teps have been taken in regard to locating aU the IOC 
Offices in the city under the same roof? 

(L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PU/68, dated 5-12-68) 

Final Reply of Govenunent 

The Indian Oil Corporation Limited have already taken concrete ~teps 
lo locate its offices under the same roof. For this purpose, a multi-storeyed 
buildin:! at Janpath. New Delhi, has been hired from the Ministry of Works, 
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i-lousing and Supply and it is programmed that all the offices of ihe indiart 
Oil Corporation Limited located at different places in Delhi wilI be sbifted to 
that buDding in stages by April, 1969. 

[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemicals (lnd Mines & Metals, O.M. No. 
13/3/67-IOC, dated 12-3-1969] 

R"ODUBeDdation (Serial No. 113) 
The Commilltee would suggest, that it might be examined how far it would 

be more economical for the 1.0.C. to set up its own factories for manufac-
ture of lin containers in centres where they are needed instead of making 
purchas'Cs from private firms. The requirements of tins and barrels would 
be very heavy ond if economically viable units can be set up to supply the 
need.; of tins 41l1d barrels of the I.O.C.. there is no reason why profits on 
this account 'lihould not be retained by the I.O.C. itself. (Paragraph 
No. 330). 

Reply of Go\'el'lUlleRt 

Noted. 
[Ministry oj Petroleum & Chemialls O.M. No. 13/3/67/IOC, dated 11-9-67] 

Further Infonation caUt.'CI fur by the Committee. 

Whether I.O.C. have considered setting up their own factories for manu
facture of tin containers and barrels? What decision they have taken in the 
matter? (L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PU/68, dated 5-12-1968). 

}'inat Reply uf Govemamt 

The Indian Oil Corporation have taken over the tin manufacturing plants 
of Mis. Burmab-SheU and Esso at Ernakulam, for the fabrication of kero
sene tin!l. They had also proposed to sct up a plant for the manufactur.-: of 
drums lind b:lfrcls at Madras for the distribution of Lubes, etc. Ex-Madras 
Rcfinerks Limited. But the proposal has been rejected by the Government 
and their rl.:quiremcnts of drums and barrels are to be ~et by the existing 
drums oDd barrels manufacturin,g unit in the private sector who will be 
nllowedlpcrslludcd to shift some portion of their capacity to Madras. 

(Ministry of PetrOU>III1l & Chemicals aIJ,1 Mines & Metals, O.M. No. 
13/3,'67-10(', ,Ialed 12-3-19691 



CHAPTER IV 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN RESPECT OF WHIG-f REPLIES OF 
GOVERNMENT HAVE NOT BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE COMMITTEE 

Rcc:oauncndation (Serial No. 41A) 

As on 31-5-66, the outstandings against the National Coal Developments 
Corporation was Rs. 52.12 lakhs. The av~rage monthly supplies made to 
it by the Indian Oil Corporation Ltd. were to the tune of Rs. 8 lakhs. Some 
of the outstanding bills were as old as three and four years. What part the 
Eastern Branch Office of the I.O.C. had in allowing these mears to accumu
late need not be eone into here. In 1965 they woke up to the situation and 
mnde efforts 10 recover the arrears. They were unsuccessful. The matter 
was then taken up at the top Management level. On not achieving much 
success the 1.0.c. threatened to stop supplies. As a result. a payment of 
Rs. 28 lakhs was made. Thereafter the payments again relapsed into un
satisfactory state. The present position appears to be that financial diffi
culties were standing in the way of the N.C.O.C. cl~aring the areas in time. 
According to the I.O.c., the procedure for payments adopted by the N.C.D.C. 
was so complicated that it was impossible to get payments within a period 
of 30 days after submission of bills, as stipulated in the terms of Agreement. 
The Ccmmittee regret that matters had come to such a sorry pass. (Paragraph 
118(i)). 

Reply of Government 

Noted. T,",~ matter has been taken up with the Ministry of Steel & Mines. 
[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M. No. 13/3/67jIOC, dated 

27-11-67.] 

Further Information called for by the Committee. 

The present position of outstanding payments from N.C.D.C. may be 
intimated. (L.S.S. O.M. No. 28-PU/68. dated 5-12-68). 

Final Reply of Government 

A sum of approximately Rs. 34.28 lakhs was outstanding from N.C.D.C. 
at the cod of No\'ember, 1968. The value of supplies and ccllections during 
recent m:>nths have been as under:-

Month 

September. 1968 

October, 196R 
November. J968 

Supplies 

6·82 

10·20 
J5 ·78 

R~. Lakh, 

Collections 

11 ·05 

6·Q3 
II ·14 

[Ministry of Petroleum & Chemica/s, alld Mines &Metals O.M. No. 
I 3/3/67-TOC,' dated 12-3-1969] 

Comments of the Committee 
please See Chapter I of the Report. 
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CHAPTER V 

RECOMMENDA nONS IN RESPECT OF WHICH REPLIES OF 
GOVERNMENT ARE STILL AWAITED 

NEW DELHI; 

April 9. 1969 
Cha;tra 19, ]891 (S) 

~IL 
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G. S. DHILLON, 
Chairman. 

Committee on Public Undertakings. 



APPENDIX I 

(Vide reply ro recommendations to S1.Nos. 3.6 and 7-page 3-4) 
Statement showing the action taken on the varwus recommendations of the Retail Outlets 

Committee. 

Recommendation at Para:-
11.3(1) The Ministry of Industrial Development and Company Affairs (Department 

of Industrial Development) have been requested to take necessary action 
for developing indigenous capacity to wholly do away with the imported 
components. 

11.3(2) 
11.3(3) 
11.3(4) 
11.3(5) 
11.3(6) 

11.3(7) 

11.3(8) 
11.3(9) 

11.3(10) 
11.3(11) 
11.3(12) 
11.3(13) 

11.3(14) 

J 1.3(15) 

11.3(16) 

11.3(17) 
11.3(18) 
11.3(19) 

11.3(20) 

11.3(21) 

11.3(22) 

11.3(23) 

This is being examined by the Oil Prices Enquiry Committee. 
Oil Companies have been requested for Compliance. 

Indian Oil Corporation have been advised to take note of it. 
This is for the Oil Companies to take note of. 
No action called for. 

These recommendations have been brought to the notices of the various 
State Governments/Union Territory Administrations/Ministries and Depart
ments of the Govt. of India as well as the Oil Companies. 

This is being examined by the present Oil Prices Enquiry Committee. 
This bas been brought to the notice of the various State Governments/Union 
Territory Administration for information and necessary action. 
This has been brought to the notice of the State Governments!Union Terri
tory Administrations and the Ministry of Transport and Shipping (Roads 
Wing) for guidance. 

A copy of the R.O.C. Report has been forwarded to the Ministry of Trans
port and Shipping. 

The Oil Companies have been requested to comply with this recommendation. 
. This has been communicated to all State Govemments/Union Territory 
Administrations and the Indian Oil Corporation. 
This has baen eX'1mined and it is found that the retail outlets do not 

IppoiIr to be a Yery suitable channel for ub of fertilizers ot I'cstieldes. 
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APPENDIX U 

(Vide report 10 recommendat~ at 81. No. 19-pase-42) 

Sttllmtllll Showing fhe variDulltenu 0/ COSI besides the bllJlJings lor tIIId giveng reasors lor 

Total cost 

Cost of equipment 

COlt of Install· 
.lion 

FllIinl 

Compound Wall 

BuildiOl 

F.lectrification 

flu vQI'JQtlons lor the Bombay ser)'iu stations. . 
Arthur ROf1d Anl1ie Besont R~. Ro!mtJrkl 

1,82,883.00 

48,000.00 

22,690.00 

1.~.00 

3,968.00 

55.000.00 

17,000.00 

2.97.840.00 

45,000.00 On Annie l'Icsant Rd. we have 
installed 2 X 5 ton hoists and at 
ArtJlur R.d. we have iIl$talJcd 
1 x 5 ton and 1 X 7 ton hoist. 
Hence the difference in cost. All 
other equipment are the same. 

12,000.00 At Arthur Rd. tanks are in 
masonry pit with a Tee beam in 
a centre. 

500.00 Lesser fillin, bad to be done at 
Annie Desanl Rd. 

10,340.00 At Arthur Rd. 291 rift of wall 
had to be constructed; there 
was an existinl compound wall 
on one side. At Annie Besant 
Rd. a lenlth Of 360 rft bad to 
be constructed alOftlWith retail· 
ingwall on tbe rear wh.:re 
there was an open drain. 

l,n,OOO.OO The design of the kiosk & lub
bay on Arthur Rd. is of the stand
ard design made by Western 
Branch. The design of the 
kiosk. lubbay and canopy at 
Annie Besant Road is of special 
desi", with a large heayy canopy 
and spI. front display. The 
desiln involved hea\'y RCC 
work . and hence costlier. The 
design was liven by the archi
tect appointed for t.his work. 

40,000.00 The eh:cttric lights at Annie 
Besanl Rd. were of special 
design by Phillips and extra 
lights 16 nos. had 19 ~ pm in 
the canopy. At Arthur R.d. 
then: is no canopy and lights 
provided are or standard desi,n. 
Also then: was a longer lead 
from the power point in A8 
Road. 



Misc. Sanitation 
& water supply 
& washing ramp 

Driveway 

Arthur Road 

7,535,00 

17,600.00 

81 

Allllie Besam Rd. Remarks 

4,310.00 At Arthur Rd. the level of the 
the drain was quite high hence 
the washing ramp had to be 
built higher than the normal 
washing ramp. 

23,500.00 At Annie Besant Rd. the area 
of the drive way is more than 
that of Arthur Road. 

(Millistry of Petroleum & Chemicals O.M.No.13!J/67/10C dated 11.9.67) 



AJII'ENDIX m 
(JlIde para 4 ot IDtroductlon) 

AllIlIys/s 0/ the tlClion tQken by tM Government on the recommeNlotlons contfliMd in 
the Thlrty-FUtll Rqort 0/ tire Committee on Public Underttlkllf8' (Tltird Lok &lbhG). 

(i). Total nwnber ofRccommcndatioDS 123 

(U). R.ecommendaliODS that have belen BQ:ePted by Govcrwncm(vide SL Nos. 1,2,3, 
5.6, 7,10,11,14.15,16,18,20.23,24,27.28,34.35,36, 37, 38, 39, 40,41, 
42,43.44149,50.51,54,55.57,58,60,61,64,71.72,74,76,77.79, ao. 81. 
82,85, 86, 87, 88. 89, 91. 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97. 98, 98A, 99,100, 101. 102, 
103, 105. 106. 1m, 109, HI. 112, and 114 
Number 73 

Percenta., to total 

l/ii). RccommeDdatiollS which the Coounittee do not desire to pursUCI in 
view oroO\'CI'nmcnt'sreply (vide S1. Nos.4, 8, SA, 9, llA,I2, 13,17,19,21, 
22,25,26, 28A, 29, 30, lOA, lOB, 31, 32, 33,45,46, 47, 48, 52, 53, Sfi, 5SA, 
9.62, 62A, 63, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 73, 75, 78, 83, 84, 90, 104, los. 
110. and 113 
Number 
Pen:cntaac to total 

(/p). Rcoommondutions in respect of which the reply of Government 
has not been aa:epted by the Committee (vide 51. No. 41A) 

Number 
Pen:entaae to total 

LS lSSi69-18+69-GlPF. 



SL Name ofAaent ~ SI. Name of Alent Aaency 
No. No. No. No. 

DELHI 33. Oxford Book & StanolHl}' 
Company,Sciudia HOWlO, 

68 

Jain Book AaencY. Can-24. 11 Connaupt Place,. New 
naught Place, New DeJbt Dolhi~l. . 

25. Sat Narain & Sona, 3141, 3 34. People's Publishing HOU5e, 76 
Mohd. Ali Bazar, Moo Rani Jhansi Ro.w.,NOW 
Gate, Delhi. Delhi. 

. 35. The United Book Agency. 88 
26. Atma Ram & Sons. Kash- 9 48, Amrit Kaur Market. 

mere Gate. De~. Pahar Ganj. New Delhi. 

27. J. M. Jaina &: Brothers, 11 36. Hind Book Ho::r 82, 95 
Morl Gate, Delhi., Janpath. New Del . 

28. The Central News Agency, 15 37. Bookwclls. 4, Sant Naran- 96 
23/90. Connaught Place, karl . Colony, Kinasway 
New Delhi. Camp, Dclhi-9. 

The English Book Store, 
MANIPUR 

29. 20 
7-L. Connauaht, -Circus, 38. Sbri N. Chaoba Sinah. 77 
New Delhi. News Agent, Ramlal Paul. 

Hiah School Annexc:, 
30. Lakshmi Book Store. 42, 23 Imphal. 

Municipal Market. Janpatb, 
AGENTS IN FOREIGN New Delhi. 

COUNTRIES 
31. Bahrce Brothers, 188 L!U- 27 39. The Secretary, Establish- 59 patrai Market, Dolbi-6. mont Department, The 

32. Jayana Book Depot, Chap- 66 
~ Commission of India, 
J ia House, A1dwych. 

~ala Kuan. KarolBqh. LONDON, W.C.-Z. 
Delhi. 
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